Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stow, of Hartford,
has a small but rather pretty plantation of
oranges on the river, with a house in the
midst of them. The place is kept by an
agent. Mrs. Stowe is not here this winter.
They tell me she has got enough of tlie ue-
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Agricultur- red, which gave his zeal a distinct and sec- like as could be
imagined. And he depart- voice.
tarian direction.
take the steamer, aud he is promised 81.10 sciousness and life.
A Methodist preacher
All the men were uot
j i-t, recommends to dig a hole iu the ground
ed
singing—
iu Savannah.
He told me lost 300 hogs
the size of the box, two feet deep, which fill over iu Tennessee, who was fond of spicing
only as thin as skeleton.-, but were covered
•‘Well, that’s a man!” Mr. Stubble“At home or abroad, on the land, on the sea,
Wild-cats lie don’t With boils
last year by panthers.
iii'li the manure.
This is no doubt best for his discourse with anecdotes, made him (lie
As thy wants may demand, shall thy strength ever b.\” worth said.
caused by exposure to ihe salt
“Now get up aud go down to
hut their
character iu a long sermon.
Ilis
water, and which added greatly to the other
targe beds; but our experience with small ones principal
watched him until his portly person the Brunch and wash your face, and dust care for ; they catch young pigs,
They
were dilated on, and his hereaud horse grew dim in the distance, and your clothes, and tear up Mr. Pain’es testa- ravages are nothing to those of the panthers. miseries of their hard lot.
is, that the cold ground so cools the muuure us peculiarities
sies dealt with in
Bears, lie says, are abundant at his place,
to prevent fermentation, aud so prevent the
becoming severity. lie turned away, sighing that such a good man ment, aud turn your thoughts on high.”
was ridiculed, and his
to
literary acquirements should fall into the hands of that monster,
formation of heat. Cover the manure with six
Ned arose with feelings he had never ex- aud he often sees Indians. They come
After tiie Si-oils. The New Orleans
the preacher.
and
live
no one knows where.
All this came the blacksmith.
Corn,
hunt,
inches oi light, rich soil, aud wait till the tem- disparaged by
Forgeron had heard of his perienced before, aud went to obey the lav- worth here
to the ears ot Forgeron, with such additious
a large item Pieayuue relates that last week an olil nea bushel, is
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new victim, aud
perature sinks to iiigii summer heat, or nearly
rejoiced that his size and atory injunction of the preacher; when that
aud embellishments as stories
usually re- appearauee lurnished abetter subject for his gentleman mounted his horse, took Ned by among the imports to these Florida towns gro, driving a lean mule attached to a
i 1U0 degrees by the thermometer, when the sowceive iu passing to a third person.
on the river.
It would
They ought to raise corn to dilapidated carryall, drove up to tlie cenbo done. The great difficulty is to revengeance than the attenuated frame ot the the hand, and said, “keep your promises
j ing may
bo as useless to describe a mouutain-storm,
Aud they ought to get a better tra! station in that city and inquired tortile
export.
late
and
what
he
cover the right temperature after this.
I’ll
uice
would
For
parson. Oh,
beating
keep your counsel. Good eveuinc, breed of
The unique vi hide contained hi*
as to
picture the wrath of this mountaineer. have ! lie had heard, too, that some Meth- Mr. Forgerou, I'll look lor
hogs and cows. They show n > “bo
i this, much watching will be required—to reyou to-morrow,” i
But if we cauuot portray the storm, the
Their hogs are wretched ani- auci nt dame and two diiniuu-ivo scions of
enterprise.
odist
aud
were
and
oft'
he
move
Die
rode
with
rather
sash
the
when
too
same imperturba;
preachers
spirited,
hot, aud to cover with
the ‘house."'
Word living conveyed to
The
eousecpteuces may ho easily told.
I mats, or some covering, when too cold. If
hoped this one might prove so, that he ble countenance, singing so loud as to scare mals—long-snouted, coarse-haired, black,
you blacksmith swore iu his wrath he
Cain that a visitor wished to see him
he
made
that
never
can
Cap
would
beast-,
peaked-hack
the
him
to
the
from
their
in
wish to start plants which bear
the overfight. Knowing
eagles
eyries
transplanting whip every Methodist preacher that passed might provoke
to weigh 100 lbs.
Their cows are good on business of importance, that gentleman
clergyman must pass ou Saturday iu the hanging rocks.
| but poorly, as Vile cucumber, squash, &c., we the
iu
milk is scarce. soon made his appearance.
for
for
aud
no
wonder
his
insult.
gap,
revenge
nothing,
“Well,” thought Ned, “this is a nice
j have found planting them on small pieces of I' orgeron was a man of his word, as the afternoon,ouhea gave his striker holiday, aud
“What do you want.""
no grass aud the cows have to
There
is
i sods, grass side down, an excellent way. Yet,
recliuiug
bench, regaled himself ou the business ! What would people say if they
“Got to stop with you, boss.”
bruised features of many of Jobu
a
It
looks
to
shift
for
themselves.
strange
Wesley’s beauties of 'Tom Faiuo, awaiting the arrival knew that Edward Forgerou was whipped
j except t.o have it to say you have things a lit- disciples could testify. His character soon
“Want to stop with me?" inquired the
new coiner, to see orange groves aud fields
of
the
before
bis
own door in the
preacher. It was not over au hour
gap, aud by a all
! tie earlier, we think that, for this climate, the weut abroad, and the
or gray white, from the mixed astonished oilicer.
good old matrons of before he heard the
white,
Methodist preacher, too?” But his 1 tusiugs j
words,
best treatment lor these tender
things Is to the surrouudiug counties on each side of
“Yes, boss ; jist for all night.'
sea saud and pulverized shells which make
now happy are they, who thoir Jbavior obey,
were more iu sorrow than anirer.
plant them in the open hill when the ground the mountain trembled at his name. In
“Oh! you want to stay at the station toAuci have laid up their treasure above,”
Cows are actually
I the soil, aud no grass.
.gels warm—last of May or first of June. For short, the mountain
CHAPTER III.
seen stiekiug their heads under water, to night.”
pass, which was really sung iu a full clear voice, aud soon tlio vomore hardy plants, as early cabbages, &c., the as romantic a
the fresh bottom grass of' the river.
“Yes, sar.”
place as a landscape painter calist, turuiug the angle of a rock, rode
I he
countenance of Forgeron get
“But where are you going w ith all that
forcing system pays ; but for starting early po- would seek ior a picture, and was just the leisurely up with a couteuted smile on his was of disfigured
of Florida dries up aud
course the subject of numerous The coarse grass
?”
tatoes, no plan is any better—none so cheap— spot to remind a youth, fresh from his class- face.
is
now just
dies
and
plunder
winter,
down,
every
that
questions
night among his friends, to
as to
“Goiu’ to Washington, sar !"
put them cut into a half barrel, earth ic studies, ol the place where Leonidas and
“How are you, old slab-sides? Get oil which ho
replied with a stern look they well coining up.
strewed among them, well manured, and set his three hundred
“Where ?”
Spartans fell, in attempt- your horse aud join in my devotions?” said understood, and the vague remark that he
The orauge grove opposite Pilatka, of
to
delend Greece against the
into a fomenting manure heap. In two or three ing
“Goiu" to Washington, sar ”
the
blacksmith.
of
had met with an accident. Of course
army
they which I spoke iu the first letter, contains
weeks they will be large enough to set out, Xerxes—in despite of the
“What Washington—not to Washington
“1 have many miles to ride,” auswered never dreamed of the true cause.
grandeur of beet500
was suffered to retrees.
The
fruit
Forgeand will give a new crop that much earlier. In ling cliffs and the beauty of its
verdure, the preacher, “and haven’t time my Irieud ; ron looked iu the glass, aud perhaps com- main too long oa the trees, aud the Christ- City ?
was associated in the minds of
I’ll
them
call
as
some
1
care
“Yes, sar, chit’s Jo place, wliar de Presreturn.”
is
transplanting
many pious
necessary,
pared the changing hues of his “black eve mas frost spoilt it. Before it came, the ident
is !’’
their shoots being somewhat tender. Hence persons, with the broad gate that leads to
“Your name is Stubbleworth, and you from a recent scuffle,” to the rainbow in
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worth
mauager (from Vermont) picked
destruction. And Ned Forgeron, the hand- arc the
“What in the name of Ileaveu aro you
some old barrel which falls to pieces on
hypocrite the Methodists have sent the shipwreck scene—“blending every col- in one day. from a single tree ; and $100 a
cutting
some blacksmith, was invested with the
at- here, eh?”
the hoops, greatly assists in that process.
or into ouo.”
Or perhaps he_ had never day is not uncommon. The grove is neat- going there for?”
tributes aud hideous aspect of his Satan“Well, you see, boss, Massa Grant’s got
name
is
he
Stubbleworth,”
“My
meekly read that story, and only muttered to him- ly kept and very beautiful, with its wealt h
Onions for Poultry.
It seems strange ic Majesty, by many a mountain
de place uow, and dey say we colored folks
who replied.
of
girl
“Ned
fruit.
Messrs.
and
Adams
Aba
self,
Methogolden
Forgeron whipped by
that this esculent is so little appreciated, not would
doubtless have fallen in “love at first
to get all do. osiflees when ho gets in-;
“Didn’t you kuow my name was Ned dist
bott, who live far north, purchased the place gwine
preacher !
only for use by the human family, but for poulwith
see of lie won’t make dis
him
under
other
sight”
name.
any
His dreams that night were of a confu- of 280 acres, three years ago, for $8,000 ; so l’s gwine to
Forgeron the blacksmith, whal whips every
try. Its curative properties do not seem to be
chile gub’uer !’’
understood, or else are much underrated. And The preacher whose circuit lay on either Methodist preacher that goes through this sed nature, aud
sold
otf
i
aud
from their grove they
150,
waking iu the morning, he
as u preventive also has no
superior. A few side of the mountain, at the time Neel’s ap ?” was asked with an audacious look
; had au indistinct memory of something uu- cleared the remaining cost of their purraw onions, chopped up tine and mixed with direful
edict was promulgated to the
Dr. Johusou was ouco
world, ‘aud how dare you coma here?”
the feed of young chickens act like a tonic, and
pleasaut having occurred. At first he could chase, it is said, in one year. They got
denouncing Scut
was a meek and
The preacher replied that ho had heard uot recollect the cause of his
lowly man, who approachare equally good for old fowls.
five
cents each, last year, for a large part land, its inhabitants and institutiuns.
A
The tops too
but
;
feelings
are good.
We remember, long years ago, see- ed nearly in natural disposition to willing Mr. Forgerou’s name, but presumed he did the bruises on his face
and body soon called of their oranges, For their labor they pay native ot the “laud of cakes” expostulated ;
an
old maiden aunt chopping up onion
ing
You should remember,” said he, “that God
tops obedience to the mandate, relative to turn- not molest well-behaved travellers.
them to mind, as well as the
promise. He $20 a month and rations.
and sives for the
young turkeys, deeming it a ing the cheek to the arniter.
The poor
“You prefumed so 1 Yes, you aro the mounted his horse in
made
Scotland.”
aud
went
to
certain specific against gapes, pip or other ills
The whole labor system of the south is
silence,
soul passed many sleepless
that fowldom is heir to. Three times a week
nights, in view most presumptou3 people, you Methodists, redeem it.
“Yes,”
aud
unreliable.
replied Johusou, “hut ho made
Everywhere
disorganized
of the fate that awaited him at the mount- that ever trod shoe
is not too often to
leather, anyhow. Well,
From that time his whole conduct mani- I hear the
He made hell, too, sir?
give them a taste,—not
“The negroes won’t work.” it for Scotchmen.
cry,
ain
In
a
his
dreams lie saw Forgeron, what’ll you do if I don’t whip you this
merely taste, but a good bite also. Were the
pass.
fested a change of feeling. The
time,
to work on shares, no dependIf
use of green food more common
gossips
they
agree
among poultry with a large sledge hammer in his hand, you beef-headed disciple, you?”
of the neighborhood observed it, and whis- unce can be
raisers, we should hear of less cases of cholera,
placed on their continuance.
A velocipedist in New Haven, while crossto dash out his
Mr. Stubbleworth professed his
brains, aud would
that Ned was silent, serious, and has
roup, gapes, pip, &c. If sameness of food will ready
leave suddenly, leaving the
will
often
williugpered
They
ing a street, rail into a horse and knocked
engender distaste aud disease in man, why not start with such violence as to wake himself, to do anything reasonable, to avoid such gone to
meeting every Sunday since the acci- the crop to take care of itself; and will al- it down. The horse was so injured by the
in fowls?
Feed your fowls as you do yourself. lie inquired if there was no other place at
dent. They wondered at nis
penance.
to kill him,
burning the ways leave if money is paid them. Their tall .hat the owner was
Give them change,
the
mountain could be passed,
variety; and give them on-! which
“Well, there’s three things you have to books he used to read so much. Strange low animalism can scarcely be understood and he now holds the obliged
only to
ions.
[Rural New Yorker.
rider relearn his doom more
velocipede
1
certainly. Being a do, or I’ll maul you into a jelly. The first stories were circulated as to this metamorphby northern people, without a visit this way. sponsible to the extent of $300.
much at fruit
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The “Experience” of the Blacksmith
of the Mountain Pass.
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Among

ucqua ntanccs cf this sort, we are pained
>it how few are
availing themselves of these

*r

t

ii'eat. help*.-. -agricultural books and papers.
And it Is a rather strange coincidence that
Where we most find these helps, then we tlnd
the people in the most prosperous

condition,—
buiMiug*, farms uud gardens, more production, an ixii* ol thrift and wcll-to-do-ativen -;.s
pheasant to behold. To be sure, some Patb« tier

ick once
use—for

said—“An
it shines

sure

the moon’s of

jist oniy

no

light nights
vhen it’s not needed,’' and so
perhaps these
bouks and papers are of no use—being found
by among the prosperous where they are not
11
ded, but equally in both cases, the one is
-ruly the cause of the other.
IT imy, therefore, would attain to
larger profits and a
higher prosperity In the farm and gard< u
operations, and ail that belongs to them,
we would
earnestly advise all who have uotalon

ca"> dvme so, to obtain at
once, before the
season passes
away, some good papers
and some standard
works on these subjects.
Among the former, the Maine Farmer,
weekly,
;t fed oo a year, and the N.
y.

reau.ng

monthly,

at
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Agriculturist,

year in clubs, are excellent
papers, and will pay for themselves many times
in a year,
lint papers are for the
moment,
will soon get lost, and if not you
a

cannotalways

to the article you want, ilence
something
in the book form with a
good index, so that you
can turn to it again and
again, is of the highturn

utility ; for to acquire and retain knowledge,
friendship, requires our constant assiAnd among books of this sort we
duity.
know no one better than A Compend of American Agriculture, by It. L. A lien. Xt cost a dolest

as

with

lar before the war prices, and if
you have but
a
single acre, or a single tree to cultivate, it is
worth many times its cost.
It you are doing

—
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THE LOCATION OF TIIE CRIME.

eller in New England. It is largely engaged in
boot and shoe manufacture—not, as in some
eases, by the establishment of large factories,
but by dealers that parcel out the work among
partly rural population, who employ upon It
Their spare hours. New England communities,
,t which the one described may be taken as a
type, where industry, love of gain and mechann al skill are associated, often surprise the
world by becomiug theatres of the most startdug and horrible crimes—like the Coolidge
tragedy in Waterville, the Hersey murder In
Hlugbam, and the recent taking off of the oid
man George in Penobscot County—showing
that the moral atmosphere of these populations
in proportion to numbers, Is after all, not much
setter than that of
the hot beds of vice,” as
large cities are called. The crime of which we
here give a sketch, the expiation of which
took place on Friday last, In the Prison yard at
Fhoraaston, was one brimful of horrors, comicing murder, rape, robbery and perjury.

The platform, about twelve feet
Tinker.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2,00 a year;
ten feet from the within the
year, $2,50; at the expiration of the year. $3,00.
square, was raised about
Terms. For one square, (one inch oi
Advertising
and supporting a crossrailed
around,
ground,
weeks, and 25 cents tor
length in column,) $1,25 tor three
A fraction of a square
each
was
built
like
the
hatchsubsequent insertion.
Tlie drop
beam.
up,

Manilla,

was new

It had been tested by tackles in a riggiug
loft, and had a running noose at the end. It
was arranged to give a fall of eight feet to the
ter.

During

body.

-eg the persons gaining their subsistence
labor :;t shoemakiug, were two women,
to annuli Kinsley, a widow,
aged 04, and Polly
Caswell, spinster, aged 67. Living in a liurnhome, remote from the village, they labori at binding shoes for a Arm at Auburn, and
pursuit of that Industry Mrs. Kinsley had
t
only made a living, but had accumulated a
p-.perty, that, invested In bonds, was!
t the house,
yalct, orderly, Industrious
:
ted, they had apparently not an ene..-wisher in the wide world.
..

STORM.

these

preparations

the convicts

much excited and availed themselves of

were

A:.j

every opportunity to view the gallows.
APPEARANCE AND BEHAVIOR 01' HARRIS.
The condemned was 21 years old, five feet

high, and weighed only 120 pounds,
uncommonly muscular for his weight.
He was not a full blooded negro, being perhaps one-quarter white. His conduct during
his confinement was stated by Warden Rice, to
four inches
but was

He spent much
be all that could be desired,
of ills time in reading the Bible, and tiad fre-

quent conferences on religious subjects with
L.ursilay, January 17th, 1867, will be long the
chaplain and other clergymen.
as the

inhered
date of one of the most terHIS LAST CONT'ESKION.
]:: storms that ever visited the State of
All day and all night the snow was
t)u Wednesday, he made a confession to Ilev.
A. u in blinding sheets across the country.
Mr. Mason, detailing ali the circumstances of
.'.a: an 1 business were suspended.
The
and stating that Verril was with
'. h si and hardiest did not care to face the the murders,
This statement
1 ■■'••merits, but kept within doors. The him and assisted in the crime.
v, I
laslie l by angry billows and strewn 1 he persisted in to the last moment on the gali.li wrecks.
lows.
:’:ie iArea storm that beat upon the humble
Ills last nouns.
A 'Use, and piled the drifts high
to-j
:••)'
On Thursday night the condemned man slept
Laves, was weaving a shroud about
umates.
The early passers along the i well. The
night watchman frequently visited
..'■Av.
leaking the road, saw no sign of! his cell, and
always found him quiet, and apNor all the winter day was there any ;
lain drawn, or face at the window, orsinoke J parently in deep sleep. In the morning a breaka
ill roof. Tor still another day the gloom ! fast of some unusual delicacies was sent to him,
I :-t5Hi
-s of the tomb
reigned about the j from the Warden's table, of which he ate heart:i;::-es. seen and marked of all travellers.
ily. The chaplain was T.vo hours in the cell

|
|

..

DISCOVERY OF THE

length

v.

a

Mt’IiPKIi.

neighbor, impelled by curiosity,

the door and knocked. There was no
A little apprehensive, lie went to the
isti of Mr. Keith, brother of Mrs. Kinsley,
-iat<:U the iacts. Together they went to
house. Looking in at the windows of the
.’ Adieu, they remarked the cold, cheerless,
idling aspect of the room, the floor covered
ill] patches of snow that had sifted in at the
r a:; ; window.
In the winter twilight they
il fr. i.i room to room. At length they en•
-fiui r, •!. T- ing on the floor, something white,
h. -.i dimly seen, bore the outlines of a human
am—a thing that, in its ghastliness,
they fear! to look upon and dare not touch. The hor■■i murder possessed and paralyzed them.
Lustily leaving the house, they alarmed the
'gkbors and procured lights.
The form that
y had seen proved to lie the body of Tolly
'.'.'Well, lying in a pool of blood, and frozen
"i and hard,
ller skull was driven in at the
■as by a blow from a club.
She lay across
he door sill, partly In the room and party in
•lit to
wur.

during the

j
;

j

as a

full

one.

or

witnesses.

Between ten and eleven, the visitors who
to witness the execution arrived and were

admitted to the

The room is of

guard
glass and iron gratings on three sides, commanding views of the ranges of cells and the
yard. The racks of arms are here in readiness,
and two men armed with rifles guard the doors
opening to the street and to the yard. These
doors are never opened without a scrutiny of
tile applicant by the guard, rifle in hand, fly
room.

representatives of the press. The door
was besciged by crowds unable to gain admit-

ami

tance.

Some of these climbed lo roofs

looking the yard, and even to
of a liberty pole near the wall.

over-

the cross-trees

brought

iniquity,

hoary

with years, there must ever lie deep down
iu the hearts of the laboring and producing
classes of the country, a loathing and hatred of those running schemes by which they
are

robbed with

much

so

regularity

and pre-

cision.
recent

to

allude

to

monopolies, passed thro’

the copper and salt

Congress in
a suspicion

occasion

way which creates more than
that members are pecuniarily
a

interested in the increased price which these
articles will

The

consequence.
bring
National Hanks iu Congress is

power of

as a

claiming attention. These institutions
have gained a foothold there which enable
now

them to form

monopolies
More than

a

ring,

until

sixty

its

and

log-roll

ends

are

with other
answered.

directors in Xat tonal Banks

hold seats in the House of

Representatives
—being two-thirds of the quorum. These
sixty hat only to combine to pass or defeat
e

members of the Committee on
“Of the
When all were in, the doors- of the
kitchen.
v
Banking and Currency, two are bank presicells were locked.
dents. four are hank directors, and live arc
THE MaHCK ro ft IK HALLOWS.
largely interested in banks by the ownership
No MANKY TAKEN.
of stock.
It never seems to have occurred to
hour
The
tor
the
execution
was
designated
1 he i. ouey and bonds of Mrs. Kinsley were |
any of these gentlemen Unit there is a statute
eleven
and
between
twelve.
At
half past hi force which forbids
n
disturbed, showing that the objoct of the ;
any Member or Senator
i-nrdrter was not money, or that he had not eleven, Warden llice.
accompanied by High to vote on a question in which he is personally
irmed I iinsf !f of the place where it was
Sheriff Grose, went, to Uie cell. dhe Sheriff interested. They have not only voted, lint coni. ejit
trolled the votes of others in every measure
was arcompanietl by Deputies Brown, Carkin
Ais ii im: run Mi.'iii>i;j!Rr.s.
relating to the National Banks. Then, we have
and Torrey. The Warden tlieu took leave of the Pacific Uaiircad
Committee, of which Mr.
*1 ■’
<"-ui
the commission of a crime so!
Harris, and formally delivered him into the Oakes Ames, ot Massachusetts, who owns three
ii-ns aroused the utmost horror and indigThe sad procession millions of stock in the road, is the leading
on in the community. Conjecture exhaust- custody of the Sheriff.
member iu the House; and, as for the Senate
d itself iu the endeavor to flud grounds of I then moved along the gallery, down the stairs
aud its Pacific Kailruad Committee, it is the
oo -:,in against some one as the
!
perpetrator and out into the yard. The Sheriff and hi.s most utterly corrupt concern that ever dis'Time. A poor wandering vagrant was
deputies and the Deputy Warden, who sur- graced legislation. The Senate is quite as bad
-!. d
n
upon no other grounds than that he
as the House in this particular.
Mr. Shetman,
rounded the prisoner were all large men, and
a v agsant— but soon proved an alibi and. was
the chairman of the finance Committee, is a
barge i.
Next an imbecile French Caua- contrasted strangely with the diminutive crimlarge stockholder lu a bank at Mansfield, and,
repulsi•> e and filthy in person, was charg- inal, who was dressed in a white suit..
A perhaps, in others elsewhere.
Nearly every
i with the crime and imprisoned—but, he too,
member of his committee is bound like him by
o■>vp>i that he was elsewhere at the time the sleigh was provided to take Harris to the
the ties of pecuniary interest to these swindin.'- was committed.
gallows, some forty rods, but lie said he would
ling institutions. And the result of it is, that
nil: CRIMINALS I>BTF.OTEl>.
walk, aud proceeded with a firm step. The tile people are robbed to keep up the National
the way, comforting Bank circulation and to sustain the most corieii/th a clue was found which pointed to ; clergyman repeated by
.e d (bifton Harris, as the
n
passages of Scripture. At the foot of the steps rupt banking system ever devised on earth.”
ii. n is is about f’J years old, one of those lay the coffin. The prisoner
That is said of the
which exglanced at it in
!. tvv. brought back
by the reflux of the I passing, went up the stairs without flinching,
-1th.
on
March
The
one is the
new
pired
He j
y s.irge that rolled over the South.
:iei a place as servant iu a household, and and to,)k his place on the drop.
more
will
and
continue
the
same, only
so,
tin: i.ast ait in rm: tkagkuy.
i.notvn as a prowler by night about the
same oppressive
until
the
people
:1 -irliood, associating with a knot of low
The spectators took their places around the
He was also noted, like most of his
rise iu their wtath and drive them from
\
i"i‘ iu- iiiildinous propensities. Ou sever- ! gallows, aud some ascended to the platform.
v.'i 'ps lie had been known to climb into Harris took off his cap, handed it to an
officer, power.
im.i iv rupied by females, and there conF. A. Pike, the late radical representaand stood with his eyes fixed on the far off hor.1 himself—but no darker crime had
from this District, said in a speech deizon.
his
tive
hands
a
few
times
over
his
passing
b
t: suspected.
face, in a quick and nervous manner. The of- livered Feb.
iu
of the dis11 ai:i:is

|

■

■

perpetra-1

Congress

■

legislation,

ever!

loth,

coNi'lLSSES.

being imprisoned,

tl.p detective and the County Attoney his
and implicated a white man named VerTliis Verril is a shoemaker, a bachelor of
>ut: in years, a thin-faced, meek
looking
i■ .n, in poor health, and the
very last person,
ii-..m physical indications, to have committed
tb
'Time.
Tile only grounds of suspicion
gainst Verril aside from the negro’s confes-ion, was the fact that he had associated someu bat with Harris.

the scene

speaking

bind with rope his legs
orders and inconsistencies in finance—
It was then that the full horror of
One set of creditors is paid in one currency
manifested itself to the spectators. and another in an inferior one.
Taxes which

ficers commenced to
and arms.

“pegged

with a load of

lated. and in each room there are from forty to six
ty pupils, it is a question whether the risk to
ceived several of the passengers will die. The ! health is greater, to inhale the vitiated air of a room
from which mostoi the necessary oxygen has been
captain and mate have litil, but the second mate
exhausted bv sixty pairs of lungs, or to open the
and carpenter wore arrested.
windows over the heads of the children and thus
create a dangerous draught.
Where the hitter
The Journal man charges us with bring opposed
course has been pursued, sickness has resulted in
to tlie railroad. [Prog. Age.
often of a serious nature. The teachIVe don't remember to have distinctly made the many cases,
ers vindicate themselves from the charge of carecharge, but if we did, it only expressed what every
lessness which the" iudiguant parents” lay at their
well-informed friend of tl e enterprise has excellent
w hit perfect justice to themselves,
reasons l'or believing. The man who will pledge doors, by saving
himself to subscribe a certain amount, (hen sub- that the fault is not theirs, but that of the gentleof the sehool committee and those, to whom
scribe one-half of it, and finally refuse to pay what men
I the management of the building aud the original
he did subscribe, cannot be said to give the railroad
for ventilation, are entrusted. The
much substantial aid and comfort. A Iso, the editor arrangements
seen so ejrne-t and heartfelt, that the subof the Age, as representative from Belfast, was appeals
will doubtless be investigated and proper measasked to procure the passage of an act desired by ject
ures taken for providing the rooms with a suffithe Directors. The Judiciary Committee reportcient and contented supply of fresh air, without
ed against it. A member of that Committee writes
the accompanying exposure which has given rise
that the editor of the Age opposed it in Committee
to io much anxiety.
But Mr. Miliikcn, one of the Directors, afterwards
The
Ides of March’' are come, ami we are ena
week
at
spent
Augusta, and got the act passed.
a few bright days, suggestive of genial skies
joying
These are facts, and they constitute such a record
and the thousand accompaniments of the genuine
as no friend of the railroad would care to make,
spring-time such as poets love to sing. To-day I
and such a one as no friend of it
make.
picked a snow-drop from a sunny garden in Cambridge, in win -so streets mud reigns preeminent,
General Grant has appointed Gen. Longstreet to
hut a lew grec n blades of grass have appeared on
the position of Surveyor of New Orleans.
Long- the southern exposures, tempted by the soft uir and
street was an aide officer of the Confederate army,
inviting sunshine. And, by the way, an alarm of
and after the death "l Stonewall Jackson, was tire
was caused in Salem a few evenings ago, by
Lee's right arm. He confronted Grant in all the the
brilliancy of the setting sun.
The engines
battle a from tlie Wilderness to Ri -hmond, and were
run for some distance toward the cause ol
near
nil
came very
several oc- the
doubling up Ulysses
display, but it was finally concluded that it was
Wo are not disposed to find fault with
casions.
a lew millions of miles too far off.
this appointment, but it seems, to all except the
eye of faith, a curious thing to do. There are
Letter From Augusta.
thousands who served in the Union army, that are
Correspondence of the Journal.
now called traitors by the very men who advised
adjournment of the Legislature.
Longstreet's appointment. They are democrats
Aiwst.1, March 15, 180‘J.
and are therefore denounced and
from

|

his

■

c;

■

>

require

shall be issued at the end of one year’s imprisonment, if the Governor shall so determine.
If no warrant is issued, the convict remains in
Prison during life. Soon after his committal to
Prison, the negro confessed to the Warden and
others that he had falsely accused Verril, and
that he was in fact innocent of any part in the
crime, or knowledge of it.
Vrraed with this confession, the counsel tor
Verril moved for a new trial on the ground of
newly discovered evidence. In resisting the
claim, the Attorney General declared that if a
new trial should be granted, he would enter a
nolle prosequi, and abandon the case. After a
full hearing, Judge Dickerson delivered an
elaborate and learned opinion upon the points
raised, which Is Incorporated into the Maine
Reports, granting a new trial, Thereupon the

abandoned by the government, and
Verril went forth a free man.
case

was

kept most eyes

on

the spectacle.

The Sherilt

in the nature of

things

that the

people

of

pressed his foot on the spring. There was a this country shall not understand their rights'
clang of iron, the crash of the falling trap, the after such sharp lessons as they are rece iv'
body shot downward the length of the rope,
And when the
forces

ing.

political

again

bounded up, and whirled round and round as
meet in the field, unless by some new devico
the rope untwisted. The arms struggled within the fastenings, the hands opened und shut hank shares are permitted to vote, money
as if grasping at something, the knees drew up
nearly at rigiit angles two or three times, the

frame shuddered, and then became still. Doctors Cbase, Estabrook and
Lavensaler, who
examined the

body, reported that the
minutes, and at the end of

heart

bags and
the wall.

legislative corruption

will go to

The new President is souring some of the oldest
and ablest Republicans by his method of making

appointments. Personal friendship overrides all
other considerations.
Any who lias blacked
ty minutes pronounced him dead. The neck the hoots of U. 8. Grant is more certain of l'avor
was not broken, and he died by strangulation.
than those who have been saints uud martyrs iu
The body was lowered Into the coffin, and plac- the cause.
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The result of the l it.- man eip.il e!
tion h ;3 In-eo
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1«j *»:ir !;
'he .Mrc uml m-cu.t "einent ot ti».r
mViir.s of die dry foi dii- •i-inieip.il year. A it is iu he
w Ms :: to l.i> before Vuii nt tills time t'
my hit
our :;«un;.« [p.ii uTalra, amt call your
puMent e.us.ii i.*?i
utK’iiti-'o to culu .i-'
I iujiv deem worthy ot you!
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I .VI,
]o>-i!.!e ilosj. ltd .13
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ue seen IIKU in,
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I
our «* t >, including
our Kail
i'-’id liabi.lt 1
aim li'
'.■>
U11 -l $1 l.i.. Vn.O*.
I >t
s
th
i i
h:is h.-n :
nt,
l tail road purpo-ea,
b-.f. ing a balance ot $4::.’.
inr t n- • ’iiv Debt, or \Y-u
Loan, which is.*;".
il. ,n at fo* coiumekiceiuctil
ot th.' l ist municipal year: and s well as 1 um abb- r.
ascertain, some $d5,000 of this debt will be provided tor
upon th-.- assumption by the State »t the municipal War
Lo ins so that aside from our Kailnud debt our < ity Is
comp-ir:itiv» ly fr.-e from debt. The present condition ol
our liabilities tor Kiilr.ud is in the form
d t-mpc rary
'• ms, made
by the 1 r. t-mrer. in ace.-id.me. with the in
struettous ot tin* Ci:y Council, a step made necessary, I
-egret to *.«y by the aet-.-m «-t some
«*ui citizens. In so
a:b ettng ihe que.-tion ot tin legality of our Bonds, that
it was not de ii d iidvis b!e to place them upo
the
-e irki uniil
be ptcsiion i-. id b.-oi legally tested amt
1

...

present i:ui**l»!Cdr.cs.s of

-aiiciit lai.
upe.n the cm Stock in the liailroad b>
Such a course has however mmle
tie duties of the I'reasurer and t he (.'otnin it tee raised to
assist him in the raising
tie aim ent. lunch more onerous and p» ? ..b-xing than n ;r» mtL.p ;t.and without
ih
the
Cif» t<. adtlit .<m:ti ex;pi us,*.
subject*'d
question
\ pie-..|,t tie; Bomb ot tie ( ity are b-’.ng put ill tile
market by some of tie-most Lutiuer.tiai lookers ot Bos
ton, and it L hoped will tiud sale to meet the Temporal
Loan as it tails due, and our tutu:-. u-'s. ssnient?. The
interest upon these Bond* will tali due in August. and
it will be om* of your duties to provide the uietiu lor >t
prompt paymeut of same.
Your attention is called to the condition
our city
in regard to the illegal sale ot mtoxl. n ing drinks, and
the enforcement ot the Prohibitory l/ujin
Lev. It la
undoubtedly a fact that the sab-ot liquor has been in
creasing licrc during the print six m u ;b-. producing it*
natural and inevitable results -iitU*rir,_, poverty, and
consequent cost to tint
Although m> additional lego lati m i.ufor-di.i 11.
nt
-m n of
the
Prohibitory Law was had at the r.
Legislature, tlie law still makes it th duty >f municipal
officers to »ee that the law is put iu force in tluir rospei
ti\e municipalities.
Therefore I taruestiy reeommcua
that measures be taken to thoroughly enforce the law
and free our city from rumseiiing, be the appcdutiii' nt
of
.1 rdmates who have the d. d I
.ml possess tinwill to j erlorm their duties, and by upli diling and eup
po-iing them in doing so.
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Washington, from the I'n-t, on Tuesday
The city government •T P,inland have been
/ailed upon to forbid riding tie velocipede on
the sidewalk. The snow is last disappearing
iti that city, and the machines are as rapidly
appearing on the sidewalk, endangering the
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Mv touch is like the touch d (it 11»
With crooked head and double tail,
My coming makes the world turn p.d*
In vain an army, sword in hand.
Would seek to drive me from the lan \.
Cut oil my double tail; and then,
Like Richard. I’m “myself again.”
Decapitate me, like a pheasant.
And now you’ve made nn omnipresent.
And if both head and tail yon sever,
I’m then more obstinate than over.
Though high and spotless in my bin
I'm basely trampled to the can':.
Mut crushed to earth, 1 rise; ami i1:<*••.
Like Monsieur Tonson—“come jain.

without reason, in the daily papers, of the improper ventilation ot the public school rooms, ani
the dangerous consequences icsulting therefrom.
Very few ot the sehool houses are properly venti-

i

a-l, instantly killing him.

a*

Lu Montreal, an English army oiileer who
had committed an outrage on a young gb !. was
shot and killed by her hrotlier, K. ve us of ag,-.

; then its effect and consequences may be more
i startling than by the morning sunlight.
| A great many complaints have been made ol late
i bv *• indignant parents” who together with teachj ers and physicians, have complained loudly and not

ind

w

out."

ship just
Liverpool
emigrants. It
is testified that the crew were beaten, bruised
and starved by the captain and officers.
Light
of them died, and sixteen are now dangerously
ill. One jumped overboard in despair at his
Four fell from the yard arms
sufferings.
through weakness. A woman died from the
effects of being kicked by the mate, and a babe
died in a few hours after receiving similar
treatment. It is thought that from injuries refrom

u'l, N. Y.,was
Sunday, the

ncero

into the meeting house, disc

..

There are seven apparently able bodied men,
who armed each with a large brass instrument, go

Dr. Darden shot and killed

[sluing City Xnf.*.

Wallace, editor of the Clipper, for
A party of
i some remarks made in the paper
city.
the editor’.- friends took Darden from the jail
|
prescribed
The General Court lias “got up and got' and j at night, conveyed him outside the town and
office.
Longstreet has become a radical, votes
right, and is uovv rewarded with office for having all is quiet on the Kennebec. -Vs a whole this shot, him dead.
fought for four yeai to destroy the Union. This, Legislature has hardly been up to the
Capt. Ericsson lias a plan >r making ifr
average
we suppose, is "making treason odious.’'
iu point of ability and it, was a general remark heat of the sun drive steam .iginej
the day of adjournment that more bowels than
KXfKNIHTt' fl
15lack-eyed ladles are most apt to
The Legislature tinallr adjourne d on Saturday
brains were being carted out of town.
‘-• af no s
.i
1 '■ a di
iet-n that t e
l,.r t:»o past
Blue-eyed, -ouifu. truthf.t..
ate and jealous.
a
of
after
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si.xtv-scven
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•• arh.iw
most
Instil
been o. rdi aivn, although
t i n v
.!,
The financial policy adopted at thfs session affectionate and confiding
[Li
y
Bill
did
The Constabulary
not pass.—the Senate
when n:. -v \\*T’ !.-er.u*i.l-utliriently large but man.
and
co
ai
resolute
,:-h,
sophleal. literary,
is better described as one of economical extrave\;.fturi's
out.mphu ■<!. wb-'i entered iuto, were
and House disagreeing, and the measure was final;
npe
toutid t reqai' a.." »a» L\ t .n u bad at first been deemed
Hazel-eyed, quick-eyed. iulck
l’he bridge- •;« r*
ly strangled in a Committee of Conference. The agance than in any other way. Money has been llckle
the iacr, which has be
necessary.
*'*-■
>t tin
ome tin-au- c'cnmim'd b> the -ora
State Prison gets an appropriation of §40,000, and appropriated for almost every conceivable ob'f
mittec, aud an appropriation mad. to me'l tin* repairs
An appropriation ha- pu.-sed i onercss
the Agricultural College §20,000. It is a curious ject, only the sums donated have been a tritle
-commei ded by r hem
But on m .m
-neb repairs It was
\\ u\ u
found iiv.-.! > to -\|.«'lid IU.
-than .olP-V tile ailioUlil
building a lighthouse on Hu
fact that the agitation for repeal of capital punish- less than the amounts asked for.
For example,
raised. >o >ti tin appropriation for walks, wliielt tin*
Casco
Bay.
ment has resulted m the enactment of a more
comniiitee >1. tie d very literal, laded t>. me. t the urgent
if it was proposed to give $20,000 for the purof the petitioners for new walks and repairs ot
stringent law, ai d on that makes hanging certain chase of “hard tack" ior
BsU::m
and appeal*
M. Steele, a native
Id. ’Hie 1 reasurer at the commencement of the vent
and
Henry
toothindigent
in the worst eases of murder. Tlie dissection bill,
son of the sister of Phillip Barton K v who tltiding ‘*u his hands a surplus of f'.ni.b, la-dteim d ot the
less females, the bill would undoubtedly pass,
I'.omls of the City 3‘J,SOOut ndv.mf rg'inn m
in a modified form, lias become a law. The resolve
was killed by Gen. Sickles, committed .suicide
The l'reas uer's report, wliich \\ id L Lid b- tore you
but the amount would be cut down to 815,ono.
at his boarding house by shooting himself will exhibit tlie details of
lor biennial elections and sessions ot the Legislan !
xp. t.dl
sppropnu’ :
id-viimu with u
saving $5000 to the State.
through the head. Mental depression in con- tures, ntld I ask fori! mi cm. fa'
ture failed to puss.
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Charles

—
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Washington, we
intelligence—

copy the

following piece

the cause of the act.

for his consistent course on the

For tlie information of our truly loyal friends
who may be in expectancy of crumbs from

capital punishThere can be no doubt but
question.
the community at large can get along with-

Hou. James Guthrie di»d
ills home in Kentucky.

ment
that

of

the presence of Mr. Harris who, after committing the most shocking crimes, neglected to

The Postmaster General has stated to two
members of the House that the President would
consult Senators in regard to all presidential
appointments, and that tlie Representatives
would he consulted in reference to all appointments by heads ot departments.

“get insured in the Traveller."
Tlie Donkeypede lever is still

raging

on

Esq. last w< ok
Secretary of the Treasury a <
B. Butler,

out

heavy crime, human sympathy went were paid cheerfully during the war became
out to the being whose time on earth was so burdensome when assessed year after year during peace, and discontents, out of which may
short, and who stood trembling on the verge of arise
strong and controlling support for injurieternity, his eyes looking tlioir last on the blue ous financial heresies, are not improbable.
Iu addition to this continual cause of uneasiThis shuts the door of mercy on the antisky, and bright sunshine. But there arose the
ness is the fact that a state of financial disorHamlin men. Don't our neighbor of the Age
thought of the cold pale faces of the dead der
is always profitable for tlie capitalist, f orwomen in that lone house at Auburn, frozen to
j tunes were never made so rapidly in Wall street seem to hear the words "Depart from me. ve
III K TUIA!..
the floor iu their blood, and before the white as since the suspension in 18G1; and all over wicked”?
Tiir trial took place at Auburn, in July fo!of the angel of mercy gleamed the sword the country capital is reaping an enormous
,wing,.fudge Walton presiding Harris, hav- wings
harvest. The national banking system is profof
the
augel of retribution.
Washington Matters.
ng confessed the crime in open court, was
itable beyond all precedent.
No returns tiave
i.-rd as a witness against Verril. He detailed
When the pinioning of the prisoner was com- been made of the dividends
but
it
is bepaid,
Washington, March Ki.
Tcumst initially the murders—stating that they
plete, Rev. Mr. Mason, by previous request of lieved that tlie whole immense capital of the
A largo number of nominations have been
ir.'-t I>y agreement iu the road, went to the
national
banks
is
an
of
read the 1st Psalm, in an impressive
earning
average
twenty made out and it is understood will be sent to
iewse together and forced an entrance by the Harris,
per cent, clear oi all expenditure and taxation.
They will include forthe Senate tomorrow
icn k door.
The negro stated that he killed mauuer. Rev. Mr. Emery then began a prayer. This state of
will
continue
as
things
long as
Ministers. Consuls. Postmaster, District
Miss Caswell by striking tier on the head with So much time had been consumed that the limcontinues.
But it cannot be well eign
suspension
id,air, as she came from the room—a sepa- it fixed for the execution was fearfully near. for the productive labor of the country to pay Attorneys, Marshals, Collectors of Customs,
and Collectors and Assessors of Internal Revrate apartment from the one occupied by Mrs.
Sheriff Grose stood, watch in hand, hi.s stal- such enormous gains to capital; and if Con- enue.
In making the nominations, President
Kinsley, if,- said that Verril killed Mrs. Kinsconsents to a prolongation of the reign
gress
Grant informed a Representative from Pennsylli y by stabbing her with a shoeknife, as well wart form relieved against the sky, resolved of these
money gods, discontents more or less vania that in
most cases lie should confer with
minuted another and nameless crime up- to do his duty with a will
a;
apparently as un- noisy must prevail.
the Senators and members of Congress from
The defence for Verril was
..ii her person.
as iron.
At length, when bat five
yielding
this is radical testimony (rom a member the Districts where tile nominations were
solely an attempt to prove an alibi, which was
made. There were a few localities where lie
uccessful inly so far as to show that he went minutes remained, he was compelled to signi- of
Congress about to retire to private life, knew tlie men that
liis boarding-house and to bed at an early fy that lie could allow no further time for prayought to be appointed, and
ami who doubtless knows whereof lie af- these places he intended to till on his own
The theory of the government was that er. The Sheriff asked the
:,our.
prisoner if lie had
knowledge. He said lie intended to nominate
iie arose when all was still, and went to the
to say.
lie replied,
What I testifi- firms.
the United States Marshal and District Attorrendezvous. The jury found both guilty of anything
i
As
at
we
said
the
the
ed to lu the trial at Auburn, about Verril,
financial ney from the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.
outset,
murder.
Is all true.
My last confession is true. 1 principles on which the Democracy fought For Marshal he would nominate Mr Murdock,
VKURIL DISCHARGED.
he having been removed bv President Johnson.
! have good will to everybody. That is all.” It out the late
Yerril’s counsel filled exceptions and motion
campaign are not dead. They The statement that Mr. Motley's name will be
but
one
minute
to
was
now
twelve.
An
officer
in as Minister to England is, 1 am informsent
tor :t new trial, which was overruled by the full
are gaining in strength and vigor day by
ed, incorrect. The President has indicated
bench of tne Supreme Court.
Meantime, the drew a white cap over tiie prisoner’s face.
as the wrongs of au opposite course that he intended to offer that place to Mr.
negro had been sentenced to death, and con- There was a single instant of pause.
Some day,
\ eyed to the State Prison, to await the warrant
become
more and more apparent.
It is not ! Greeley, on u,e ground that lie is an impractia
15ut
faces.
terrible
fascination
averted their
cable man, a mere
and not qualified
for execution .This the laws of Maine
Despite

VViiiI" Mr. Sinltli, of S;c
; one,

acquiescence,
people
robbery they

seven

■

week or two we shad publish an extra
containing the laws pn.-ed at the last
session of the Legislature.

burning

being locked up as a precautionary meas- fare
The bell for
ure against a possible outbreak.
Mack, the well known correspondent of
dinner rang at 11 o’clock, one hour earlier than
the Cincinnati Press, lets a flood of light
The prisoners tiled into their cells,
usual.
each one taking his allowance as he passed the on this subject iu a recent letter, lie says ;

the negro confessed

in

tilled by the Governor and Com -it.
The tm
of Walton expires in May. ami that of A
ton and Dickerson in October.

advertised to begin, two thousand applicants for
admissicn being turned away, as the thirty-five
hundred already present completely filled the hall.

by warming Seward's ol 1 chair for a week,
going ambassador to Franco, and Hamilton
Fish of New York, a tolerably able man, suc-

y gae-

: :

The terms of Chief Justice Appleton an <
Associate Justices Dickerson and Wahou c>
pire the present year, and the* v mirn b •• will 1..

of the concerts, and this speaks for all of them,
the rush was so great that the doors were obliged
to he closed half an hour before the concert w as

one

is

ml the

They

their

■

interest for the
for them. At

the blood,

Douglas

I he brig Autilh- of i'ortlaml, arrived in
Boston, Friday, from Trinidad, reports during
gale on tlie hth, lost, no aboard tlie second
iti
John 1‘arisli of I)e r T e. Me., aged -15.

■■

When the money power of
any measure.
THE lUtlSONKUS locked vr.
the country is also its legislative power can
The excitement among the prisoners led to there He any question how tlie people must

entry.

.:

j they were large and full of eager
enjoymen! thus liberally provided

disagreed about
her §10,000.

A.

e-phim

s

sons

ise to marry. The Doctor's doiencc was that
the plaintiff had negro blood, and the laws of
Ohio forbid such intermarriage. Th experts

sic Hell, have been an. entire success in every fespeet. The music has been of a very excellent
character, and the same may he said of the audiences, which were as respectable and orderly as

seekers complain that Massachu
all the cream.

ie

gating

Grant has made me ol
his private secret arc.

May Furgersou, a milliner of Ohio, brought
against Dr. Bradshaw for breach of prom-

suit

■

We Lave had

the law, the number of witnesses of executions
is limited to twelve, with surgeons, clergymen,

In her bed. in another room, lay the dead
v "I Mrs. Kinsley, most horribly mutilated,
ha: > and face were covered with blood.
A.-r< weto stabs on her face, on her hands, on
body, and horribly gashes upon her legs.
licit was saturated with blood, Into which
body was frozen. And, most revolting of
fi," !■ wer portion of the body and thighs
0 the distinct marks of
bloody hands. Snch
s t;
.'.ght that met the horrified gaze of the
•’’;.
this outraged and murdered victim.

1

forenoon.

ASsr.Miii.ixo

were

■
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Mrs. Beecher Stowe's celebrated 'arm in
about our streets, making day and night hideous
Florida is for sale.
It is said to have proved
by the unwelcome sounds they evoke and fondly
but a success, though it has proved
and Gen. ltawlins, of Illinois, takes his place. | call music. This little band of brothers group anything
to her mind that the NVgro 1- not
r fanAnd so the radical dance goes on.
It is “for- themselves together iu the middle of the street, cy painted him."
and
with
instrument
out
of
tune
and
every
entirely
ward and back”— "cast
off”—“chassez”—
A ten thousand dollar bre e hot pm ...
;
of the others, after playing strange
Nero fl idles, and the independent
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers “change partners,” .4
is going on in Worcester'.
unknown
which
airs,
seem
to
be
i
ou
the
must
the
Post
to
which
the
state
Office
composed
changed,
paper ; country consumes.
has been sent as well as that to which it is to go.
The gales of the 6th made sad u tv
with
j spot, and struggling frantically with some of the
one of their number
melodies,
popular
about
the
j
goes
st.
and
Georges fishermen Several lit s u
&
M.
Pettengill
0
State
49“S.
Co.,
St., Boston,
Goon.
We have watched with some inter- to all the
37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents tor I
|
adjacent doors, aud requests a small -urn and disab.ed vessels iiave ai lived at G.i
-ur.
to see what the
est
Democratadvertisements.
latter-day
and
really
forwarding
! in recognition oi the enjoyment they have conferred
procuring subscriptions
49" S. K Niles, No. 1 ScoLlay's Building, Court Street, ic papers in the State would say about the InThe virtuous Legislature of Indtami
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this augural. and feel relieved to find the following by their ravishing strains. This seem like adding
a bill to prevent
minors from playing
passed
paper.
insult
to injury, like the renumeration our dental
i in the Belfast Journal.
billiards. The game of marbles wii '•>< stop49" GKO. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New York,
friend demands after they have ceased to torture. ped next
will receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest
year.
It is brief, disjoint,,,i, rambling, unsatisfactory.
rates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention.
ton tniilk they are crusaders, sent
Five or six States, Including Maine, have
To prove this the editor writes a column and
From some internal clime,
a half of long, well connected, straightforward
ro pluck the eyes ot sentiment,
adopted the ISth amendment to the ConstituIssues not Dead.
Aud dock the tail ot Rhyme,
and perfectly conclusive--nonsense. [Portland
tion. Kentucky has rejected it.
To crack the voice of Melody,
The financial issues, which the Democacy Advertiser.
Aud break the legs of Time.”
Papers out West are beginning to call the
The facility with which the A,it rtiser twists
(me is inclined to hand forth to these mistaken
made iu the late Presidential election are by
minded women of tin lay “knights (
strong
It reminds us of votaries of
i things is quite remarkable.
Apollo, a sum in consideration of which the garter."
will not die so long
no means dead.
the showman's description of his ostrich. “Gen- they shall
pledge themselves to disappear forGen. Grant Is report' d
-.i
As principles ! tlemen and
as truth ami right survive.
ladies, this is that most curious ever ft out tb- neighborhood, aud at tbp same time
must bo careful how she ti
Am.-ri .ui
i-.'.
they must endure so long as conscious and bird, the ostrich of the African deserts. He to administer a little wholesome advice to the effect zeus In
iroub:
Cuba, or there will
labor ot any kind, would at once be
possesses the remarkable faculty of swallow- that manual
sterling justice confront hitter,
are
victories
somehow
netting
more profitable to themselves, aud better tor pubRepublican
Xo triumph at the polls, no lease ing board-nails and vomiting corkscrews. How
wrong.
to be too uniform to be inlerestiug
ilnngor
lie does it, Go ! only knows.
Suffice it to say, lic taste aud enjoyment generally. But no one has
can
of power, no customary
yet taken this benevolent step, and so their strains Whig.
bis gizzard i- like that o: any other bird!”
The uniform they Imply to those pm bo.-ing
still burst upon the car at unexpected times, at
of this country to
ever reconcile the
i tin
morn and dewv eve, in sunshine and in them in many cases, is t!.e pie add os.
early
now endure.
the extortion and
A terrible record of brutality is afforded in storm. They are particularly fond of
playing in a State Prison birds.
Whether the scheme be newly conceived in the case of the ship James
Foster, Jr. now lie- dark stormy evening, perhaps with some vague
a
ne.w lanuj.i
discourse most eloquent music”
or
siu and
forth iu
With spectral wings and bias! ■.■•. m .i t
fore the New York courts. The
is
in idea that if they

charged

way of a ship, the trap-door fastened by an
Administrators, Executors and Guardians deiron latch, which could be released by pressing
siring their advertisements published in the Journal, will
The rope u=ed please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so dia spring fixed in the platform.
three-friths inch in diame- rected is withheld lrom this paper.

THE VICTIMS.

:

Sqiriiig.
The free concerts which have been given every
two or three weeks during the past winter at Mu*

fied

ceeds him for the present.
The Secretary of War has

setts is

free Concern nnel thine that are too free.
—Health of ftrllool Children.—Coming of

!

Hie offi

GENERALITIES.

Correspondence of the Journal.

editor

■

..

Letter from Boston.

11 qj\ifalican 3 auvnal.

Auburn, in Androscoggin County, just across
river from flic largo manufacturing city of
Lewiston, is one of those neat, thriving manufacturing towns so often to be met by the travtup

HR GREAT

Tho Cabinet Muddle.

The

day.

that before this time it is on the

are

The stirring up of the political cauldron at
Friday, the 12th of March, was a warm, sun- dissecting table.
Washington has not yet so far ceased as to
So ended the last act in the shocking Auburn make
shiny, joyous spring day, in striking contrast
anything certain relative to the principal
with the gloom of the proceedings at the State tragedy.
offices in the Cabinet. Grant has withdrawn
his military order for the repeal of the revenue
Prison. For two days previously the preparation for the event had been going forward.
law, Stewart withdrew his acceptance of the
The gallows, a massive and grim looking
place, and all concerned came back to first
structure, had been taken from its storehouse,
j principles, like the man who marched up the
bill and then marched down again,
and set up in a retired part of the Prison yard,
THURSDAY, MARCH 18, 1860.
I
in the excavation made in taking out lime rock. I
.itrrrz: i GeorgeS. Bout well of Massachusetts, is the
individual who is at present taking the prelimiIt was the same used by the L nited States auPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING,
—BY—
thorities. at Auburn, in executing the high-seas
nary steps to fill the chair beside which the
New York millionaire came to the ground,
murderers, Cox and W iiliams, and also in hang- \V TP I, IA XL H. S L M P S O X.
E. B. Washburn, having had hi? vanity gratii
ing Spencer in ism, lor the murder of Warden
and proprietor.

Guilty,

I

chances

PREPARATION'S IN THE PRISON YARD.

The Execution of Harris.
lit- ilt'clarpfl

cd In an out-liouse. for burial next

THE EXECUTION OF HARRIS.

HISTORY OF THECABBIM TRABEDY.

1

and

wanted him made

an

S.uui

.l.:'as! at

Intro.in.

<

d t

the

id.wed individual,

interna!

b.

wane

Collector.

here.

.n: o h.g to
Here Is something that
Saturday evening Granite Haii was well filled
with people all agog to witness racing, Ac., on office-holders, in certain cases
The Legislature has gone, hut
the machine.
An officious bureau officer a: Gd Gian'. :
on
to be
Augusta can furnish asses enough of her own other day, “What ought
who have held their

to keep up the excitement.

with those officers
posl
■If they have
tiou- for the last eight yearsV"
discharged the duties of their office- fur eight
years," replied the President, ••they should be
The
continued in office eight years longer
officious individual laughed plea-antly. looked
1
at his watch, and said,
you are very
busy. Mr. President, so I \vi me .1, ;;iiu you."

Qranticook.

A Canadian Viow of Grant’s

Inaugural.

The Toronto Globe, the leading journal of Canada, and one that is in strong sympathy with the

dominant parly ot the United States, says:
The weakest, poorest part of the inaugural address is that whieh treats of foreign relations. There
It Is said iLiat several prominent Nova Scois nothing of roust qucuee in it save its ill-nature,,
tians are at Washington ipiletly talking at out
and that coming from Geu. Grant is positively
pitiful, tie talks of law-abiding citizens whenever annexation to the t'nited St,'lies.
their rights are jeopardized, though he knows that
Grant may be a good tanner, but he Is an unlaw-abiding citizens arc not those who get into
trouble abroad, or on whose behalf Fenian patriots commonly poor Cabinet-maker.
[Phlia. Age.
ask American intervention. General Grant talks
A man who has been foreman of a tlrsl-eiass
of respecting the rights of nations who respect the
In New York, informs the
rights of the United States, and though he does not piano manufactory
pretend to know ot any nation which refuses that Sun of that city that instruments sold tor SduO
respect, he indulges in a threat towards those who cost but about $210, and those -old lor sleuth
may depart from that rule.
Surely a great country which are handsomely carved grand-, ost but,
like the United States could afford to withhold its
threats until some one gave offence. It is a pity
that General grant should have descended thus to
Brigham Young is inspired to build a mill! m
pander to the baser instincts of the mob.
dollar hotel at Salt Lake.
Gen. Grant’s declaration that if other nations do
The Michigan Legislature I- •■uiisideriug a
wrong we will do wrong also, is one of the weak- bill to prevent the
shooting of any person ■•in
est points ill his inaugural—one that yv ill attract
sport.”
most attention abroad, and necessarily cause the
The Columbus (Ohio) Journal pointedly re; formation of a very low estimate of bis “statesmanmarks that “every cord ul wood givui to the
ship.” lie yv as honest when he declined to accomhere will be so much fuel saved Bom use
pany Minister Campbell to Mexico upon the ground ipoor
theorist,
I that he was unfitted both by taste and education i n the other world.
| because not in International law, and that he for diplomatic duty. [Rochester Union.
A person asked Zeno, the philosopher if
would bo unable to cope with English diplomatwise men ever fell m love.
His answer was
ists in the settlement of the Alabam damns.
Two little boys 01 tender years yvhose parents ‘If wise men do not fall in love, beautiful wo
reside
in
West
Belleville
one
u»eu
must
undertook
last
he
DKMOCKATS.
OK
unfortunate.
The centuday
DECAPITATION
very
week to “play butcher.” One of them personated rics have
given us nothing tliat could add to
Postmaster-General On-swell was engaged the ox to be slaughtered, while the other acted the Ui.e wit or wisdom
|
of the remark.
yesterday in arranging the slate for Maryland, part of the butcher. Providing himself with a
There will be a large number of changes of hatchet and rolling up his sleeves and improvising
Campus.
At the town meeting in Camden,
j:
Postmasters made at once. The Postruaster- an apron for the occasion lie proceeded to get the
Generln does not propose to leave a Democrat other little fellow representing the ox into a favor- on Monday, the following officers were elected
able position, when he dealt him a furious blow
in office in any of the States.
! Moderator, N. C. Fletcher; Clerk, F. 11. Shaw ;
upon the head with a hatchet, knocking him down
and making the blood spurt out copiously.
The Selectmen, 12. M. Wood, G. F. Burgess, E. E.
THU TKNTlll! or OFFICE ACT.
boy’s cries attracted the attention of his mother, Leach; Treasurer, 11. Bass; Collector, K. OrTlie report is that a sufficient number oi who ran to the spot just in time to arrest the arm
j
betou.
Senators have been secured to insure the re- of "the butcher,” who was preparing to follow up
blow. The little victim of this
A Louisville tailor has been
peal of the Civil Office Tenure act. Quite a vigorously his first
collecting a large
most dangerous kind of boy’s play bail bis wound
i number of new converts were made by Presiof male clothing for repair,
and was soon about again us usual; but It quantity
dressed
dent Grant yesterday. It is stated however,
It
he
would
tlx
so that the seams would
that
19 safe to presume that it will take some
that a majority of the Senate Judiciary Com- to iuduee him to '■ ‘play ox” another time. persuasion
be seen
They never have, nor lias the
[9t. Lou- never
mittee
will report a bili to modify the law only. Republican.
tailor.
!
now

|
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|

principal and
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h.ghwiya, I- not
[ st iutei
the City. Under the pn -ent
stem -f higbwnv
surv eyors, there is no one person who is especially dlrec’.e.i pi examine into tie* n.d!t on e
<:tds, or »!..
amount mvesrary tor the repair ot th- same.
Nor do the
Surv e\
ft; it ‘heir dui •.
th-it i: l- r. quir. A ot them
io submit env report ot the condition ot th ir respective
District4.
it is u question whether und> r the present
plan, my eity oHiet r couhi he elothed with powers above
ih. surveyors, tul I would suggest I lie propriety ot your
giving this subject serious attention.
During the present year our Citv u ill h r. to build tb.
I pp< Bridge, so called, the same having l-m
pine* d tin
d'-r com ruet bv our pnalee* ssors, a m! an -; propi i.i I .on f.•
I in- ;i,,\v
..ul through to
tbi- purptiM- wilt be repaired.
the Northport iim\ laid out last sca-on, lias been eon
traded and partially built, and in part paid tor.
Hie bal
anee due on ibis contract will require !<• be provided for
by this ('ouncil.
Quite a liberal expenditure tor walk'- vo mad.- last
s it>
t o
It was though? that ihe nr- -ent m
season.
ur.
new walks had been about pt ov ded t
re; >.liupon the old plank walks will iuve»«irilv become needed,
iitul Komi' new walks undoubtedly Ir required, but n.»
great outlay tor this purpose will in my judgment b>
‘C> far as our ex
called to;
he vv I
g.(n«pi rin
dome! building concrete walks has been hilly justified,
r.

on'

judgement

esi oi

>

si iiooi.s.

Nbi report has yet been made by tin* * omnl-tee,
l
unable to oiler any suggestion* on this subject. That
the mattei wdl receive at your hands the attention it de
serves as one ot tin* must important of our duties, I can
not doubt. Our schorls should have liberal approprin
lions, and we should require nd secure trom them the
greatest possible bene lit4, and strive to make them, as
they should be to every intelligent community, a cr* dit
and honor.
The report of the committee when made \v ill A-d»th
give yon all the desired information ucanim» tin- eoudi
tion and wants of the Department. and I ask hu neat,
ful consider it ion.

am

-*•

riltK

lJEt’ARTMLM,

I'll** report of the Cliiet Kngineer showsth.it out i.it>
has been peculiarly favored the past yeai in respect to
tires.
During the past year, good and sulMcient nccomtliod.i
tii ns for Kngiuc Company No '< ml tie
Kugine, have
been provided by the eity, and a hose earn ige is doh
being manufactured h r th. m, sufli bent to take the bu.v

they require.

Acting under instruetions trom the Citv Council, the
ut to Boston the Ify
cmnmittce on l ire Department
drant Knglne, to be repair' d and put in good condition.
I he outlay for the purpose will be some three hundred
dollars, and it was deemed by the committee, amt by
many of our citizens best acquainted with the c ipuciiy
and power of that Ungine, to be a Judicious out hr.
fo meet this expense, and to provide for the vvunt* ot
the Fire Departm* nt, will need some o'er the usual
propriat ions.
Tlie F.nginoer's report will doubtless receive voui at
tention.
l*.\

t'l’EHS,

this year the obligations with out pivst nt on
tractor will expire, and if will be > our duty t>» it nkr some
new arrangement tor tin support of this unfortunate
class of our citizens. I am not aware that any complaint
have been entered regarding the tiv.itnn-nt or condition
:ot those under the care ot the contractor, and l am informed bv our City IMiy sician, t hat their sanitary eoudi
tion has been very good.
This is a matter that requires our careful attention,
land justice to this portion ot out community asks that
all necessary arrangements be made lor their support and

During

■

care.

report ot the City Solicitor shows no suits at pres
our city, and the indictments
pending for dehighways should be given the attention lie ask»
and thus release our city trom further costs.
It Is a matter of regret that our solicitor so decidedly
The

against
I ent
tective

I

>

Local items, &c.

I think we
im, for the
he iin- discharged the labors
hi
in
:!;
'riots
ami
in,-re i
-I.'
perplexing than
t':i l;r. uvblc results oi lii> labor
;111 i!,
r-.-ji-c, hi? continuance in this position.
xton shows but hi deaths during
!••<■» ih'Mi the preceding year, a very
ul health ol the City. The
ii' ot the
ot tirovo
emeterv, gives
'•t.p pr,'
i emdil i.*:t of P ■* pot t ion of the city prop* rivi

.;

capacity.
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and
\.squi.i:.ide. The Masquerade Bill at Pierce’s Hall
Monday evening, was a grand success. The arrange,
On tho principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable
mcnts lor the eonvenicr.iv and comfort of dancers and terms,
inquire of
W. H. 81.UP30H.
satf
spectators were excellent, and everything passed off in
the best possible manner. Before 8 o’clock the maskers
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beg in to arrive, and soon the Hall was lively with gnv
A Her mon will be preached Sunday < vcning,at 7 o’clock
custum.', walking, skipping, dancing and capering,
iu the B
Church, by the Pastor. Subject—“ The
sombre and melancholy Hamlet marched beside the second aptist
appearing of the SON OF MAN." Seats Fuel.
cl Mv.i; the Gondolier lent Venetian warmth to the chilAll nre invited.
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Polish Prince
Coral Fislier
1 ndian
Prussian
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Juvenile Innocence
Fairy ot the star*
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aisle, and mi:;)- curious revelations were the result,
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bed/ went home well pleased with the entertainment.
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Mrs. B. an and another woman wcieina corner
room, when they heard the cry of tire, and on going out
found tin upper part ot the house in Haines. Some neighi bors
assisted to save tin* furniture, but the house was a
tery.

Insured in the Niagara Company, for $800.
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'em ,yj wifi
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the r, rtflinty .Mr. Sawyer, the
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UNION SAFE DEPOSIT
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iiairio
be ii'.p
1 r at all

] licit more judicious counsels will presubscribers will promptly pay their as
nni?s in go;ut iaitii, and
thereby save themselves
m
till, ait ion. and the Directors from the uni"t uui v of
ufi.rcing payrm nt by duo process of
<
taiu >t is that non-payment by one subscriber is
i-t'.lie it ion for non payment i v another—any more
I
f li'b ol one ju~ ill- bud f .ith it; another.
:•?•? •! ■■-V ri-n-";:.t Stockholders. Men if
i-.-ted in, will not be permitted to rob our citizens of
*'Ue fits ef this great
nt 'iq.ri-e.
i .be delay in ci I;v!» subscript ions will only be temporary, and \vi ;I
e-M'd e\ ii to retard the progress of the work
it■
i.tllv. It \v."ild be an exception tothegenerrailroad enterprise should succeed without
''"being great obsiarles. Dais has not had more
‘Vi rage share of dill -cities to overcome. It is now
l’Vo years since the present project was
suggest1 yet the requisite -ub-rription ii .*• b.-en taken
up.
lonnary survess have been made, a favorable con.
ud -d. and six mile- of the road graded. I.ili'ieinlsof 111i-» enterprise have great cause for
1 i•'n.
persistent ellbrts among themselves
o' lit
the work t> its pre-en? state of forward.a and courage will do the rest.
..

zed

refund the money to any person who should
use them and not be satisfied with the result.
We
doubled this at first, but the proprietors authorize
us to say that it is true.
to

The rapidity with which Plantation Bitters
have become a household necessity throughout the
j civilized nations. is without a parallel in the history of the world. Overlive million bottles were
sold in twelve months, and the demand is
daily increasing. Rich and poor, young and old, ladies,
physicians and clergymen, find that it revives
drooping spirits, lends strength to the svstem, vigor
to the mind, and is exhausted nature’s
great re.
storer. It is compounded of the choicest roots and
the
celobiated Calisava or Peruvian Bark,
herbs,
etc., all preserved in purest. Croix Rum. It is
sold
all
dealers in every town, parish
by
respectable
"i
line At.’.STHiAn Fitm.m: Raium'Sk y.
village aud hamlet tbrougli North and South Amer,:l' teurlul loss of three
hundred lives by the lea, Europe, aud all the Islands of the Ocean.
•
vviig up ol the Austrian frigate Hadctsky,
Magnolia Water. Superior to the best im!i!’
(i
setiid ant! fortress of Lissa, is de- ported Crerman
Cologne, aud sold at half the piiee.
■1 1 * 1
11 &*' Vienna
eorrespondeucc of flie
Joh ns on's An odyne Lin iment is, without doubt
1
St of lebruury 22. It
ii
appears that the safest, surest, and best remedy that has ever
I'
been invented for internal and external use. It is
aril itlgt s were being dried in the
powder
applicable to a great variety of complaints, and is
in
I lie ammunition had been
unpacked, equally beneficial for man or beast.
:
quantities of powder were lying about on
rloor, and the workmen were consequently
BELFAST PRICE CIIRREHT.
uumanded to enter the room only In felt slip.
■

■

CORRECTED WEEKLY

They, however, came in with their boots
without putting felt slippers over them. l'*our>
powder coming in contact with the hard Corn Altai,
Rye Meal,
■•■s of the boots,
Ignited from the friction 1 JJye»
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Belfast, Wednesday, March 17,18G9.
to
1.15 to
2.00 to
1.75 to
1.15 to
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3.25 to
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,,on11’
explosion sent !;a,le>
vf ss'el
nr.d S40 nu n to destruction. Twcnty- m ans,
,,a.
'•e mill were saved
by swimming after they ii?fat|°A
?°t0
1 Min Apples, 12
to
'" 1 *1PI
n blown overboard,
'i'lio frigate was Cooking,
50 to

1G Round Hog,
0.00 Clear Salt Pork,
0.00 Jlutton per lb,
O.OO Lamb per lb,
O.oo; t urkeys, per lb,
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Rent,
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their Vaults, at rates from $20 to $100 per

They also

annum.

oiler to

Gin sold in the American market.

Get

a

bot-

This Remedy does not “llr.r up” a Catarrh but
LOONEXM it; trees the heed of all offensive
matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allara
and soothes tli« burning h«*nt in
Catarrh; is so
mild and agreeable in its effects that it
positively

m’Cures without

Sneezing !^b

Aa a Troche Powder, is
pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when
swallowed, instantly gives to
the Throat and Vocal Organs a

Delicious Sensation of Coolness and Comfort.
In the heat

Voice Tonic In the world!

Try it! Safe, Reliable,
Sold

by Druggists,
(

and

only

U5

Proitr’i. Philu.lrli.hiu.

Wholesale Agents:—O. C. GOODWIN & CO.. RUST
BROS. & 1I1UD, 51. S. ISC It It & CO., WEEKS & POT.
TEU, Boston. W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., W. F PHILLIPS & CO., J. W. PEItKlNS & CO., Portland.
For sale by all Druggists in Belfast.
lysptg

HARK!

HEAR YE AFFLICTED ! !
PROF. M. FERDENANDERZ, a Regular Physician
and Surgeon, and a man of integrity, deems it his
duty
to warn the peculiarly afflicted against the extortions
upon them, cases ot which are daily brought to
his notice. Dr. F. is remarkable tor his low charges and
(or his speedy cures of any diseases o( the uriiio-generalive organs. All weaknesses peculiar to ladies
speedily
relieved; and you can call ou or address the Doctor without fear ot monstrous charges. It is for the interest oi
females to consult him, as his is a practice peculiar to
France and Spain.
Old chronic cases produced by malpractice of
unprincipled rmr. skillfully removed. Young men addicted 10
secret habits or suffering from seminal weakness cau call
and learn their case without intimidation. Good accommodations for patients wishing to remain in th*’
city.
All consultations free. Dispen>ntory and Office, corner
of Howard and Somerset streets, Boston; entrance 4G
Howard street. Address L< ck Box 1808, Boston. Office
hours from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
35Sp

the

date,

name

and aye, must

In Windsor March 8th, Algie M., daughter of John
and Mary A. Pope, aged 10 years, V> months.
In Brooksville, March 4th, Kcsiah, wife of Van Bureu
Black, aged 20 years, six days.
In Hartford, Feb. lath, of lung lever, Cyrus, second
son of Cupt. Gad. and
Sally lluylord, late of Belfast,
aged Gl years.
In Lawrence, Mass., March 0th, George A., son of
John and Rhodu Sturtcvunt ot Knox, aged 22 years, 4
months, 28 days.
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The attention of persons contemplating insuring their
lives or increasing tfie amount of insurance they
already
have is called to the special advantages offered by the
National Life Insurance Company.
Circulars, Pamphlets and lull particulars given on application to the Urauch Office of the Company, or to the
UNDER
E. A.
\V. E.

I
I

THE

DIRECTION

Rollins & )

Chandler)0*
J. P.

3

I

of the

that 1 could

not walk, and w hen si .ting up was
compelled
to ha«c my limbs supported by chairs and bolsters,
seriously feared- that l should be a cripple for life,
tried almost everything that promised benefit. Rut the

ENGLAND GENERAL AGENCY.

NEW

MAUi

said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy o't this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal prim(Ml at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not be granted.
ASA TiiUKLOUGII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w3G

with inflammatory rheumatism, leading to enlargement
limbs. I suffered great, and sometimes excruciat
nig pain. My muscles were so swollen and contracted

policy.

u

OF

1,10 ^oarc* of

of the day, pain-killers, panaceas and liniment
give me permanent relief.
Necessity is the mother of invention/ 1 set myst-U
to work, at last, to see w hat I could myself dev .sc lor my
malady. Having some knowledge of the curative prop.
ties o: various tilings that seemed to ait adapted to m>
case, I began to compound them, and continued my ex
medicines

all failed to

Directors.

TUCKER, Manager.

Merchant's Exchange, State St.. Poston.

10( Aa. A Ci E3T# A RE WA^TKII in
every City utul Tow n; tin.-] .a pplic.a t inns
from co«i|M*t» nt parties for such agciu irs
with Miitahle ruiloi•tcianit. should he actto
03 E il**. A
'til..
Special Aycut for Waldo Count?.
i,.H

pertinents

j

Important
THE.

Li.AWAY S

Noj

SUBSCRIBER is now located at the Store revacated by Messrs. i». M. Peavey & Co., where
former customers will find him prepared to furnish
lunches not surpassed in any other Saloon in the city,
Our present stock of Fancy Goods will be sold at reduced Ratc-s until April 1st, in order to make room fo
new goods.
AMOa > 1'OKh U, No. 3 Phcenix Row.
Belfast, March 10, i860.
3w36
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BANKRUPTCY

P. M.

RETURNING—Will leave BOSTON every FRIDAY,
at 5 o’clock, P. M.
GKO. G. WELLS,
tl3d
Agent.
Belfast, March 1,1869

Styles,

GO.,

The riiblic ;ui(i the Trade can
mm he gsroingUiy *!>g>g»liecl.
>' 14 Sudbury Stroet,
(155 Tremont Street,

which said Burrill has to redeem from
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ALL

she used

it, and in

1 his

whole.’

u

was soon

among the neighbors; oat,-« of various
and repeated applications i-*r tin- salve

me;

and from that

day

this l have pul
tin- use ol ;hr

to

it, chiefly

lor

length consented, knowing

that there

are

numitmm-

who want just such a salve, but do not know wltere to
procure it. Many, indeed, write that they have inquired
lor it of various apothecaries and been urged t«> take some
oth'T kind.

advertising

be

b_.

mercenary'considerations,

and

am

in

no

wld' dependent

upon any income from the -ale of iny
As lust as the demand lor it increases

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

expended

in

advertising

.t

more

wide'.-

the proiits

at.

..adit will be

Court of Bankruptcy, for the Count ot until it is known In
npHE
every part oi the land,
X Waldo, will be held at the otli.v of the Register of
Its effects In the hands of those who have used u,
in
Probate,
Belfast, on the twentieth d.iv ot April,
A.D. 1609, at 3 o'clock, P. M.
j though remarkable, and to me, exceedingly gratifying,do
PETER THACriE51.
not surprise me, lor 1 know what it did tor me aud Las
in
5th
Register
Bankruptcy,
Cong. Di«., Me.
done for my neighbor*.
Belfast, March 4, 160!).
jut.
Every day, almost, 1 hear .f the cun it im iviou*;,!
j
District Court or rut: L.\n id ;
| and the wonders it is doing.
KN liAN vl
**rt v*
Status. District ot Maine.
j
lho-e who use it once will never be without it
In the matter of WILLIAM N. KNOX, a Bankrupt,
There are many who would pay a great price tor it it tin y
fllll IS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition having
could not obtain it without. This, how...:, is u-a dlesc
X been presented to the Court, on the twentieth day ot j
August, A. D., ibus, by William N. Ivuox ot East Machi- ; as it is brought within the reach ui all.
as, m said District, a Bankrupt, praying that lie might be
Many recommendations ot it li*• ;.* pn.•■.idm^
decreed to have a lull discharge from alt his debts, prova- in
different Mates coulil be i. 11 it .! w • iv de. mod hi
ble under the Bankrupt Act, upon which an Order ot Ns
tice issued lrom said Conn, returnable on the 3uth day of sable.
In placing it before the public, great continence iNovember, A. D., l8t>8, which Order of Notice through
accident, and without fault upon tin- part ot the Petition- fe!t that it will meet with a cordial
reception,
er was not complied with, and on the application ot the
If the
next

j

....

|

Petitioner another Order of Native

on

said Peiiti

n

people had not teen so frequently and so gross
ly imposed upon, it would seem very strange to nu that
any person reading my circulars, recommenaatious ami
certificates, attested as some of them are by the sign;

was

issued October C'Jth, A. D., lH>s, which Order, through
inadvertance, and without the fault of the Petitioner was
obeyed only in part, and said Petitioner now, on this AM
da) of February, A. D., In>9, iiaving applied to the Court

tor a new Order of Notice on his said Petition, upon tures of some of the best eitt.:en> ol Rockland -.hould
reading said Petition anew. it is ordered bv the Court doubt tin1
efficacy and value ot this salve.
that a hearing be had upon the same, on the llr.-t Monday
l expect tliat spurious imiiaiion*. .ml salves purport
of May, A. !>.. 180'J, hetore the Court it* Portland, in said
District, at 10 o’oiok, A. M., and notice riiereof be pab
ing to be superior, &c., wili be oil. red t.. the public, and
lished in the Maehms Republican and tin* Republican
l wish al to know t lat there is no salve < Mtant like inim
Journal, newspapers printed in said District,once a week
tor three weeks, and that all creditors who have
provid and that even il the ingredients fit w ere km .».. no per
their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at son could
proper!i• i, them propi riy.
said time and place, and shew cause, if any "tin v' hav1, J
Those who would know further theedicao;. and v.iiu-.- .1
why the prayer of said Petition shoo'd not tie grunt* d.
ibis salve, are at liberty to address any it the purl u.WM. I*. riiKiiLfc,
3w3o*
Clerk of District Court for said District.
whose names are attached to the ciiv ilurs ami in tn-

Y a Kilo r ru July
1 *»'•«>.
M v l)KAlt Miss Sav \ 1.1.
i ivc< lvcd yotu kind i. ; i.
the matter of JAMES I. WETMOUE, Bankrupt.
u.
and alter 11 little wldl. I g<'f your s Ive. It has doi
riAIllS IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That a Petition has a great deal ol good and 1 ttiink it will -oou .-are m-. I
.1
I
all
inflammation
anil
and
remove*
soreness,
bv'en
X
presented to the Court on this Kith day j
1 litre is nothing li..'
of December, A. D., 1808. by James I. Wetiuore of Win- know what I shall do without it.
-ho
1
lor
l
had
tried
heard
ami
nolbii
ot,
a
everything
g
lerport, Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to it,
I had pr« pared muiiv .-.-.ive- n
ii. I t;
have a full discharge lrom all his debts,"provable under me any good.
the Bankrupt Act. And upon reading said Petition,
they did not benefit me. My residence is in Philadelphia.
It is Okdkued by the Court that a heariug be had I have lieen in Yarmouth lor some time, with my d..ugl
I sb.ul
upon the same, on the first Monday of May, 180b, before ter. but shall probably return home this tail.
the Court in Portland, in said District, at K> o'clock, A. want several dozens ot your good halve when I go back
l
I
it
wherever
and
have
in:r.
recommend
and
already
that notice thereof be published in the Rockland
go,
M.,
Free Press and the Republican Journal, newspapers iluccii it into many tamil.es. My oivup dio.i is
! printed m said District, ouoc a week for three weeks, and ing. I have been a nurse ior many '.ears. My tna.i:.
that all creditors who have proved their debts and other tailed me so much last winter that I leaved 1 ale., a hi be
persons in interest, may appear at said time and place, obligcd to give up business: but through the mercy o:
and show cause, if any they have, why the pr. -. rot s .id my Heavenly Father, 1 have thus lar l eii able to continue my work. I oiten meditate upon llis goodues**. t
Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
3w35
Clerk of District Court for said District. me. Although we are personally strangers, 1 hope, m>
dear Miss lawyer, that in spirit we are not. Your God
;
is my God, and we are both sti ving for a better heino in
District Court ok the Uxitkd / ,v.
Heaven. 1 trust 1 shall have the pleasure ot -set ing you
Is Dankri i-ii a.
States. District of Manic.
j
before my return, as you spoke ot coining this way soon
Ill the matter ol E. It. & J. B. BOWMAN, Bankrupts.
Your affectionate friend,
SARAH A FREE lfOIGN
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been
rpiIIS
JL presented to the Court, this twenty-first day ot December, A. D., lbl>8, by Edward U. Bowman, ot Eastport.
in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that be may be deChicago, III., October 10, isos.
creed to have a full discharge irom all his debts, provable
Mu. L. M. UoniiiNS—Dear sir —I have never written
under the Bankrupt Act, individually, and as a member
a letter in praise ol any medicine durlngthe whole course
of the firm of E. It.
J. B. Bowman, composed ot the
ot my life, and it was not that l wanted n dozen box.
ol
Petitioner and John B. Bowman. And upon reading said
1 got a box
Miss Sawyer’s Salve I would not write now.
Petition,
its effect upon me has been
in
New
and
York,
chance,
by
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
such that I have been greatly improved, and am ot opt
upon the same, on the first Monday ot July, A. D., 18(49
box will effect a permanent cure. My
before the Court in Portland, in'said District, at ten! nion that another
neighbors, who have seen its effects, are anxious to have
o’c.ock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published in me
some lor them.
You will therefore pleas.*
send
for
the Machias Kepublican and the Kepublican Journal,
O. D. a dozen dollar boxes, aud
send mo by express
new spa pei s printed in said District, once a week lor
Yours respectfully,
oblige
three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
A. L. SANDERSON,
their debts and other

J

T

1

p..
i»AMv.vi
ui< \.

In

to a stake near the north east corner of the barn in the
! line of land of Joseph Field; thence southwardly* by the
east end of the barn, to the south east corner of said
barn, at a stake sixty-four leet from the road; thence
westwardly, by the south side of said barn thirty feet and
si\ inches to a stake; thence southwardly, parallel to
the L of the house on said premises to the back side of
said house; thence southwardly, through the back side
said house to the centre of the partition wall dividing
!
the front entry in said house trom east room, so called;
; thence southwardly through the centre of said partition
wall to the south or front side of said house; thence in
j ihe same direction to the stake began at, with all that
portion of said house within said lines above aud below
the barn; said levy being made on the fourth day of De| comber, A. D., 18(58, in lavorot William Deering etnls.,
I against said Burrill, and recorded in the Waldo Registry,
>ol. 140 page 47, to which reference is hereby had.
Also, all the right which said Burrill has to redeem
from a levy by appraisement, the following described parcel ol land, situate in said Searsport, viz : Beginning at a
stake in the north line ot the street in the corner of the
land of one Joseph Field; thence running northwest*
wardly, by said Field’s land sixty-four feet to a stake;
thence westwardly, by the south side ot the barn, thirty
leet and six inches to a stake near the northwest corner
of the L of the house on said premises; thence southwardly, parallel with the west side of said L, to the
back side of said house; thence through the back side ot
said house to the centre ot the partition wall dividing the
front entry of said house trom the east room so called;
thence through the centre ot said partition wall to the
Iront side ot said house; thence in toe same direction to
the street aforesaid; thence eastwardly, by said street
forty feet to the place begun at, with the L and that part
ot the house above and below, inclosed within the liue
aforesaid; said levy being made on the fourth day of December, A. D., 18(58, in favor ol Lewis A. Knowlton,
against said Burrill, and recorded in said Registry, vol.
14(5, page 64 to winch reference is hereby had.
3w34
IRVIN CALDERWOOD, Sheriff

—

her,

and

mendations.

3iu31

a

clea n

It I am frequently told that 1 shall
remunerated for iny pains, or pet the money
back which 1 may spend In making it known to the
pub
he. This dots not trouble me ns Lam not actuated

NOTICES.

District Court of thf. Cnitfu
States. District of Maine.

BOSTON.
Match 1, 1809.

made to

never

gaMBaare*

CAPT. .), P. JOU NSON, will make but uui* trip per
week, leaving BELFAST every TUESDAY, at 2 o’clock,

was

multiplied,

In

■

CAMBRIDGE,

of the salve for

thing of the kind Irom pecuniary considerations, and
foreseeing many difficulties in the way of introducing i;
as well as the fact, if successful in convincing the
public
of its real value, the market would soon be Hooded with
base imitations, I have declined until recently. I have

hi;

burgess,
will bo happy
wait
his oid
and the
Having
Teeth tilled and restored
their
to

some

i have repeatedly been solicited to introduce It to the
general public, but being under no necessity of doiuganv

ROW, OKI.I'ANY, JSAfcXS:

bought

be

weeks she

were

JOHN D. LINCOLN, M. I.*., Brunswick; J. H LOMBARD, Dentist, Brui. wid. A. V. Mill CAI.F, Merchant-, Brunswick ; \. G. I'ENNEY. Editor Brunswick
Telegraph ; R. II. O M > G il AM. M. D., \Vk-, et ;
OWEN Sr. C. 0‘i-iilI'.N, M. D.. Bristol.
tt.ej

SHPQBnmiirc
uiiLijOrlUulVlu.

can

1 have had but

up considerable quantities of
citizens of my own city.

OFFICE OVER II. II. JOHNSON'S S i ORE
|

The

was

one attack since, win u
drove it away, lhese str.tr
substantiated by many of tin* citizens of

noised abroad

with exposed nerves treated and tilled.
Artificial teeth ot the best <mulit\ inserted at reasonable
rates. Gold and Stiver Elate taken in exchange. All
work warranted. Teeth extracted without pain it defin'd.
G. 1*. LOMBARD.

ON ANI) A FT Eli

tu-sday,

LOMBARD,

public generally.
inal shape. Teeth

3STOTIOB.
T

applications

lew

SURGEON BEMTIST

rlMIE

ail

j

me*.

three

kinds

! JL Gently

j

cured

two or

I made

3, PHOENIX ROW.

my endeavors.

public

Koekland conversant with the tacts.
•‘Some time alter l got about, out- of my neighbor/
childreu was sadly afflicted with scrolulous sores upon
S hands and arms, which rendered them entirely useh*.-,

—REMOVED TO—

G. P.

offer to the

entirely
meats

<

D1

crowned

the result. It
inflammation, eased ilie pain,
application dispelled
reduced the swelling and contraction, and in a short time

UNDERSIGNED having sold out tin ir vest business in the towns of Winterport, Frank! rt, YIonroe and Hampden, together with
ii the debts due them
on their Rooks at Winterport and Monroe Stores, would
respectfully say that it is very important th e all should
call and settle before the accounts go out of their hands.
4\v36*

success

now

the

vestmaker^T

notice to

until

salve which I

!

PMCBNIX SALOON

j

[ Obituary notices, beyond

a

...

County oi Waldo,

j

be paid for.\

Nature, Science

natural to the human mind
rything to its source.

’•

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the
on the second Tuesday ol March, in
the year oi our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty nine.
widow
ot Charles Foy, late of Palermo,
FOY,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
for
an
allowance from the personal estate of
petition

At

Strong, March 12th, at the residence of the biice’s
lather, by Rev. George Wingate, Mr. Alden .J. Bletheu j
and Miss Rose A. Hunter, both of Strong.
j
In Penobscot, March ad, by Janies Leach, Esq., Mr.
!
E.
and Miss
both

died!

VjIRV 1 H l.NG in
J and Religion, has
It is

tmmittee.
ev.
HENRY D. COOKE, Vice-President.
EMERSON \Y. l’EKT, Secretary and Actuary.
W
want to know the origin of thing
wh.:t to. ■> li t»c
This Company, National in its
oilers, fy I been, and done, ami what their me; i; s are.
reason of its Large Capital, Low Rates of Premium an 1
It is not strange, therefore, that those who read ot Ah;New Tables, the most desirable means of insuring lile
Who 1- Mi s Sawyei r
yet presented to the public.
Sawyer’s Salve should inquire,
The rates of premium being largely reduced, are madiHow came she to get up a salve #”
Who knows »n>
as tavo: able to the insurers as those of tile bt st Mutual!
What has it done*”
What will
Companies, and avoid all the complications and uncer- thing about it i"
tainties of Notes, Dividend-*, and the misunderstandings do
The following will give satis/aot on t
:iie
which the latter are so apt to cause the Policy-Holder.
Several new aud attractive tables are now presented, ing.
Mias
Saw yer h a resident ot Koekiand. aid h-- been
which need only to be understood to prove acceptable to
the public, such as the 1 XCOME-PRODUCING POLI- for more than thirty years, she is a
worthy woman,
CY and RETURN PREMIUM POLICY. In the termer,
member ot tne First Raptist Church, well kn wi. ai. :
the policy-holder not only secures a lite it uranci payable at death, but will rc ceive, it living, after a period of a highly esteemed in the community, and withal n oi
few years, an annual income, equal to ten per cent. {10 and experienced nurse. The origin of her sake
tt* r, the
per cent.) of the pur of hi* policy. In the
best related in her own words.
Company agrees to return to the assured the t,-tui amount
In 1>15 my leet and ankles becauiw veiy much ih-eased
of money he has paid in, in addition to the amount of his

RL.

Slight

of Penob-

OFFICERS.
Cr.AKt.NCh II. C'LAItK, I’resiiUut.
JAY COOKE, Chairman Finance and Executive C«.»m- |

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of March in
the year ot our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
KEEN, Admininistrator of the Estate ot Chas.
of Palermo in said County ot Waldo,
• Foy, late
deceased, having presented his final account ot Anrninistration on said estate for allowance.
Ordered That the said Adm’r give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy ol this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
printed at Bellast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be lit Id at Belfast, within and lor said County,
on ihe second Tuesday ol April next, at Leu of the ciocx
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B, P. Field, Register. 3w36

levy
I appraisement, the following described parcel of
laud,
! situate in Searsport in said County, viz :
Beginning at a stake in the north line of the road, forIn Penobscot, Jan. 17, to the wife of Capt. James Per- !
trom the corner of land of Joseph
kins, a daughter; also Feb. 10, to the wile of John Buker, ty feet westwardly
a daughter.
j Field; thence, westwardly, by said road, twenty-one leet,
; or thereabouts, to a stake in the corner ot land mortgaged
j to Hardens; thence northwardly, by said Harden’? land,
lour rods or thereabout to a stake; thence eastwardly,
MAKK1EI).
i by said Maiden’s land and land of the late John Carver,

A. Black,

History, Virtues and Ktleets.

dressed.

At

Sheriff’s Sale.

Margaret

Its

BANK BU1LD1N i

eharetei,’

A^'OXCf.
Waldo, ss. March 1st, A. I)., 1S(5(.». Taken on exeThe public have tried SONOMA WINE BITTERS, I tuition in favor of DAVID W. I.OKING, and against
found them good, and are now wanting them as last as WILLIAM 1*. BURRILL, and will be sold at public
C. A. RICHARDS & CO.. Boston, can prepare them.
; auction to the highest bidder, on Saturday, the tenth day
April next,at ten o’clock in tlie forenoon, at the office
j of
of Joseph Williamson in Belfast, in said County, all the

Gecey

FULL.

PHILADELPHIA,

HEREBY GIVES PUBLIC
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator ot the Estate of Peter Cilley, late of Brooks, in the
County of Waldo, deceased, by' giving bend as the law
divots; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, lo exhi bit the same lor settlement to him.
3w3(J
PETER CILLEY.

ATV1> FOi !VI> W

scot.

#

Where the general business ot the Company Is transacted*
and to which all general correspondence -should be ..d-

SUBSCRIBER
rpHE
J. AOTICE lo all

’’VJ'ONE

cts.

t

18 Si \ AC S3 OB'FILE,
FIRST NATIONAL

cf the Estate ot Isaac Taylor, late ot Racine, Wisthe County ot Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persous who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to nukt* immediate
payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to
exhibit the same lor settlement t<.’ him.
3w30
W. 11. FOGLER.

bold by Druggists everywhere. Brice—$1a’5 per botor ti botties for $0.50.
Delivered to any address.
Describe symptoms in all communications.
Address iJ. T. HELM BOLD, Drug and Chemical
Warehouse, 504 Broadway, N. Y.
ARE GENUINE UNLESS DONE Ul* IN
steel-engraved wrapper, with lac-siiniie ol my
Chemical Warehouse, and signed
11. T. 11 ELM BOLD.

In

CONGRESS,

s5. 1863.

tor

great Diu-

births.

PAID IX

cocsiu, in

retic.

mailed

HARK!

Diuretic.

*

pointed and taken upon himse.t the trust of Admmistra-

tle,

free, address,
OOPEK, WIL80X & t’O.,
or

a:;Vet the

ly

CASH CAPITAL,-$1,000,000.

hereby gives public
concerned, that he has been duly ap

lor weakness
from indiscretion, l'he exhausted powers ot Na-o
mai
which
are
ture
y alarming sympaccompanied by
toms, among which will be found, Ind.spo.-itioii to Exertion, Loss ot Memory, Wakeluiness. Horror ot Di.sease,or Forebodings of Evil, in fact, Universal Lassitude,
Frustration, ant) inability to cuter into the enjoyments ot

a

Approved Ji

subscriber
rpin:
_1_ AO 1 ICE to all

phia.

to

CHARTERED BY A SPECIAL ACT OF

Ordered, That the said Mary give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
printed at Belfast, that they’ may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Bellast, within and lor said County,
on the second Tuesday cf April next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why the
pray er of said Petition should not be granted.
ASA 111 UR LOU Oil, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w3b

Ship Painter,

the attack of the above diseases, it is certain
health and mental powers.
All the above diseases require the aid ot
IIELMBOLD’rf EXTRACT BUCHU is the

AMERICA,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

MARY

OTlTXjXjiX^T^BJ,

bodily

SAWYER’S

THE—

UNITED STATES OF

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot Match, in
the year ot our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
COOK ot Beltust, having presented a petition
that the Administratrix on the Estate ot Benjamin Brown, late ot Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, may be authorized to convey toiler certain real
estate, situate in said Belfast, agreeably to the contract
of said deceased.

MISS

INSURANCE COMPANY,

NOTICES

At

Helmuui.iFluid Extract lit;*, nr,

Safes in-

NATIONAL

35

March 9th—Schs Adeline, Kyan, Boston ; James Jew
ett, Banks, do; Orozimbo, Gilmore do.
10th—Sch J. P. Merriam. Clark, Boston.
11th—Brig Isaac Carver, Shute, Matauzas.
16th Sch Jack Downing, Patterson, Kockland.
!
SAILED.
March 11th—Schs Cameo, McCarty, Boston;
Eoochoo,
Darby, do. Brig 11. li. MoGilvcry, Brenstcr, Maianzas.
12th Sch Ida Morton, Cottrell, Boston.
15th—Schs M. A. Coombs, Coombs, Savannah; Adaline, Kyan, Boston.
CABLE DISPATCHES
DISASTEKS.
Are often “trifles long drawn out.” The
highest encomBrig James Milier (of Belfast), at New York from MesPERSONS indebted to me by note or account,
iums have been drawn out from ail who have used them
had a continuation of gales the entire passage; 6th
sina,
are requested to call and settle Immediately and
C.00to8.00 by the SONOAIA WINE BITTERS. A bottle lrom your and7th
last, in a heavy gale irom S\V to N\V, split sails, thereby save C09t.
U, J. ANDERSON. Jr.
4.00 to0.00 d ruggist or grocer will prove this.
lost hatch stove water ?asks, be.
3«o24
Belfast, Deo. 19,1899.

13 to 15
$35 to 37.00
7 to
8
8 to
9
20 to 25
1.3o;Chicken8 per lb,
17 to 20
3 75;Ducks, per lb,
25 to 00
bolllay per U>n,
$10 to 13
1.50
to O.oO
00;Lime,
u; Washed Wool,
38 to 42
75;Unwashed Wool, 28 to 30
40;Pulled Wool,
45 to 00
25; Hides.
91-2 to 00
0u;CaIf Skins,
17 to 00
76 to 1.25
%;Lamb Skins,

35 to
cruise for gun practice, and had Butter,
22 to
Cheese,
steam up, so that the accident couid not Pggs,
24 to
!
been cau sed by the explosion of the boiler !
TV*0
i l*eef’
14; Wood, hard,
r>
.i
a cylinder.
j Apples, Baldwin, 1.00 to 150 Wood, soli,

u r

PROBATE

arising

'1

!

VAULTS.

40 STATE STREET. BOSTON.

is the best
tle of

The

--

terrific

TIIE WAI.DO COUNTY
hereby notified to meet at
Saturday, March 20, 1869,
D. Cii As LO, Secretary.

Securities and Valuables.

your apothecary, and see if it is nor. C. A. RICH
Argus gives the Democratic State Com- ARDS Sc CO.,
y.t Washington Street, Boston, largest
mittee for 1809, as follows: Calvin Record, Retail Wine and Spirit House in America.
Androsc oggin; James Doyle, Aroostook; Biou
Tis the ardor of August matures ns the wine.
Bradbury, Cumberland; G. W. Clark, l'raukWhose life-blood enlivens the world.1'
liu; Mu nroe Young, Hancock ; J. \Y. Bradbury,
And the purest of all tin* wealth of vintage on the
Jr.. Kennebec; AtwoodLevenseller, Jr.,
Knox; Paelie slope is used in the preparations ot SONOMA
Arnold Blauey, Lincoln; Samuel R. Carter, WISE lil I TERS. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., «« WashOoford; Marcellas Emery, Penobscot; Andrew iuglon Street, Boston.
Wiggin, Piscataquis; A. J. Fuller, Sagadahoc;
Alliert Moore, Somerset; Charles II. Treat, Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff
Waldo; Geo. B. Burns, Washington; Wm.
AND TROCHE POWDER,
Emery, York. A. J. Fuller was chosen ChairA DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN
man, and J. W. Bradbury, ,Jr., Secretary.
Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, d'C.
'Ye have seen it stated in various napers
And all Disorders resulting from COLDS in
throughout die country, that Agents for the sale of Sheridan s Chivalry Condition Powder’s were authori- Head, Throat and Vocal
Organs.

■

and a

are

CARRIAGE BUILDERS,

1

thereby,

OK

Agricultural Society

the Court House in this city, on
at 2 o’clock, 1’. M.
A.
Belfast, March 10, l,s09.

W !L I1. SARGENT tt

■

'■■id

TRUSTEES

Of a!! the Various

1

■

_L

| VELOCIPEDES!

1

;•

to

AGRICULTURAL’■pm:

receive, on Special Deposit, as Bailees,
securities of persons living In the country or travelling
FOR SALE.
ociety.
Some o: our fresh water fishermen, who In their excurThe Constitution once affected with Organic Weakness,
abroad, Officers of the Army and Navy, Masters of VesrrMIE
SUBSCRIBER
HAS OX HAXL> lOO BULS.
and
sions have hitherto got short of
-Medicine
to
aid
ot
the
invigorstrong:tu-n
supplies, think of apply- sels, and others. Circulars, containing full particulars, requires
-L ot PORGIE BA IT—late caught and In good order.
ate the system, which 11ELMB0LD> EXTRACT IUing for the masquerading demijohn. They believe that forwarded on
desirous
of
to
HENRY
Manager.
i->
submitted
Those,
ll
no
treatment
does,
having
good bait lor a Spring Trip,
application
LEE,
CHU invarible
to,
il moderation is used it
would do well to call.
ALVIN G. BEVERAGE.
may hold out.
Consumption or Insanity ensue*.
Belton, March 1, 1868.
lyJ-fsp
North
30
Haven, March 10, 1869.
Pulpit Harbor,
llEL.MBoLD’s Fluid Extract Bucru, m affections
1 be Camden Herald states that Cox &
Field, Insurance
is
a.i\
ol
her
to
unequalled by
preparalemaies,
peculiar
RYE.
Agents of this city, have subscribed $50 towards a power,
tion, as in Chlorosis, or Retention, Fainfulness, or supfal force pump, worked by water power, which will carry
Thousands of bushels of the best rye are yearly con- pression ol Customary Evacuations, Ulcerated or Shirks
sumed in the manufacture of C. A. Richards’ Extract of State ot the Uterus, and all complaints incident to the
water to any part of that village.
Rye. It is as simple as brown bread, and won't hurt you sex, whether arising from habits ol dissipation, impruflie V*'ii -'ington Engine Co. of this city lias been lur- an) more, if you don’t drink too much of it. Sold every- dence in, or the decline or change of lib-.
IlEi.Mt li>\* Fluid Extra*, r Burnt? and Impruvwhere. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 00 Washington St.,
uChin with a new and elegant four wheeled
liose-eurriage> largest Retail Wine and Spirit House
ed Ruse Wash will radically exterminate from the sysin America.
built by John Louer, ol Charlestown.
tem diseases arising from habits of dis ipation, at little
expense, little or no change in diet, no inconvenience or
C\ A. JUCUAKl)«i iV €«.
l:
Cray of this city was hist overboard from bark
ARE MANUFACTURED BY
completely superseding those uiqib-a-an: and
exposure;
y'J Washington Street, Boston,
!•. emi
n: « f
N.
Jan.
and Mercury, in all these
and
Windsor,
S.,
drowned.
Hth,
Are the sole proprietors of the celebrated brand ot whis- dangerous remedies, Copuvia
diseases.
i"u-.* oc upied
by Hall Clements, jr., in Knox, was key known as tlu* Golden Sheaf Bourbon. They sell it
Use Helm bold’s Fluid Extract Bi til' in all disall over the country to grocers and druggists, in large
urr.ed on fuesday night last.
male or leeases ot these organs, whether existing in
square bottles packed in cases of one dozen each, fry it.
male, from whatever cause originating, and no matter ot
Some very wicked boys were playing marbles In the C. A. RICHARDS & CO., UU Washington Street, Bos- how long standing. It is pleasant in taste and odor, “imton, largest Retail Wine and Spirit House iu America,
mediate’' in action, aud more strengthening than any of
entry way of our office lu.*t Sabbath.
tin1 preparations ol Bark or Iron.
V.
A.
!• ouuders, one of the best of pan ii»h, arc In our marHIC'lIAIKBdS,
Those suffering from broken-down or delicate constituBOSTON.
yy
is
the
Washington Street, Boston,
wholesale agent for tions, procure the remedy at once.
ket In abundance.
John & Robert Dunster, of London. Their old L. D. Gin
The reader must be aw are that, however slight may be

,.«?.

''i•

obliged

use of velocipedes on
forbidding
walk,
dangerous to pedestrians. There is an
ordinance in the city imposing a fine for the use ol wheeled
vehicles on the walks, which the police should enforce.

the side

uedinv tin iload,
.11■ i: -;>: .nil*-- ot it have been ;
!• a. Mi«i
work is pvogi 'ssing as fast as circumwdl •,limit. .\ pv.impt
pvment of tin: subscripi•. tii
-t M-k.-i ithat i, wanting to ensure the
o‘
lion
tinK.'.nl
in
.»’::i
l-'1 according to the
1.1
:ua ot the contract.
tin- private
riot Ions made in Belfast, for
] rt. after tin- »■••por.v..- subscriptions, that
it j1 $iijIr. untlc-r tin* ti*fitis of su inscription, lor the
t
*;» in i
e i:»tiM«?t tor budding the road.
ii-se subscription? no such contract wo .id or
..I‘l '• i’ e i.rrn made.
ui *k
tin*
i-ipt'ions tat- Stockholders, in ef.
el; n <: >r-1 o mi k.e a contract for buildu* 'h'- •“•el -.V esuw.-r t!»'• prescribed amount should he
1 "
i'h :f
e
;nt was subscribed, nml the di1
'• r
wa n
i'i.'l iti oiuty to tin
subscriber-, ti the
or.ilc
set
-rn
or?
and
totin' corporation to :n; k<r;
-utr.ict tile, lid—that being th- etdy uni propos'd
'•.■•) came withd t;< t.-rm- d th
-i;.• 5.*.
Tkr’or- WO!;.:! xi.t v
ri|
Ol 1! Jifuit l.lulllCSS to
gU .!
h
d
id nllowtfe* opportunity for clostru-t, if tin-y
such con" mi to escape them.
To have done so
I have ?><•• >i ti» impute had faith to a considerable
-.I th
’M ale subscribers, against their of? ret I pT-ot.:;stio;.> o!
lriend-hip for the road, and the
'i n- '•1
: i-.r own -!gn itures—an
imputation
iDli ci or-: ivot not then prepared to make.
•ponsibility ot in lima the rontrar! for buildiny
//•
■nd ia
(tti'i
('/!'! H'.dr.md debt rests
r"I'tlemen t'1 whom I h:m alluded; audit reh.- seen wile*!•* r
in-;. wi;i redeem their plighted
■dog their suh-i .-ipl ions, s
that the directors
o
fuliil a co.itr.ier mole in consequence of
>i Mdence in i! i«• <,•••..-/
fn'th a.; well as the- legal lin'd the subscribers.
a Midi bent number ol the stockholders should
iy t
subscript ions to defeat t he enterprise.
«*:/»»••
ill i. *j.oi»Mbd:l> of such failxp ei
'll-... mg tie- IP mu uf'-.oi ; i«<*-•« who have fulfilled
i in- '< Can tin by their own act set on loot
g
crises have been
••rprlse and then, ttftei
cons* pi'-nce ther-of, by tlnbr own act defeat
without
nierprise,
being justly chargeable with
;:

are

are invited to examine the property, pryor to the day ot
sale.
i his sale Is positive and without Reserve.
Terms at sale.
JAnEM L. BlirfHAiX.
Unity, March 12,1869. 4w36 C. C. CRARV, Auc’r.

Dyspepsia,

One
Dying should arrest the attention
ot Young Men in our community, gists.
ly3G
where so many are sinking under that tong array of evils
that arise from that dreadtul scourge, solitary vice, and
indiscretions and youthful indulgences. Listen,
o
it ig Men, ere it. is too late, and suffering in enervated
youth a premature old age, arising from that secret habit
which undermines the bodily health and the mental powers. Remember and set k the true physician, Dli. F KKDPAPER-HANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, WillTE
Howard Street, Boston.
KRICK MORRILL, ot No.
WASHING, ENAMELING AND VARNISHING.
Do not procrastinate, but go early,—go when uneriing
Painting and Papering Front Entries, Parlors and Sitsyinjitoms tell you your condition, when you are seusil.de
of Weakness in the Buck and Limbs, Loss and Prostra- ting Rooms made a specialty.
tion of the Animal Functions and Muscular Power, DeGRAINING WITH “MACHINE,- IN OIL.
rangement of the Digestive Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments,
GilF All work done in the best manner. Orders left on
General Debility, and the common symptoms of Lung
Slate promptly attended to.
Diseases, as well as the most terrible mental effects, such
as Weakness of Mind, Alienation and Loss ol Memory,
Shop in next building north of New England House
HIGH ST., l.Ei.FAST, ME
Resiles.iness in Sleep, Confusion ot Ideas, Depression ol
Gmsp33
Habitual
Sadness
and
for
."spirits,
Disquietude,a Longing
Change, Evil Foreboding, Avoidance of Society and Love
ol Solitude and Retirement, Timidity, Mental Uneasi- qno I'll YSICIANS.
I
New Yoke, August 15th, 186/
ness, Headache, and a degree ot Insanity almost terminAllow me to call vour attention i<» my RRERAKAating in absolute madness. Go, young man, when nature
EXTRACT IJL'CliU*. Hie comTION
OF
COMPOUND
thus bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let
J LXno false delicacy deter von from the wise course.
Go to ponent parts are P.UCHl,', LON>. Leaf, Cl.’BLBS,
I 1PEK BERRIES.
Dr. Morrill, and lie will give you restored health when
Mode of Preparation. BucIhi, in vacuo. Juniper
the body is overthrown and the mind wrecked; he cun
ex
and lias cured innumerable cases of Nocturnal Emission Berries, by distillation, to lorm a line gin. Cubebs
traded b> displacement by liquor obtained from Juniper
and other terrible inflictions from this fruitlul cause ol
a
small
little
r,
sug
proportion
Berries, containing very
disease.
ol spirit, and more pal liable than any now in use. The
hi cuav^,
uu, ui 'Timuirmca, oypunis, venereal e.0111piaints, ami others of a similar nature, have no tears ol active propel ties are by this modi' extracted. is ol a dark
Buchu. as prepared by druggists generally,
the result it you place yourseit under his charge; his is
the voice of experience, and lie has cured more eases color. It Da plant tiiat emits its fragrance; the action
than any oilier living physician,—he has administered to of aflame destroys this (its acliv principle), leaving a
dark .md glutinous decoction. Mine is tnc color ot inevery form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure,
sale, speedy and infallible. A poifeot cure Is guaranteed, gredients. l'he Buchu in my j rrj ,raiiv predominates;
the amallest quantity of the oihei iag/rdw-nts are added,
and a radical cure is always ejected.
!o prevent Krmeuiation;
upon iu.-q a ion. it will be
The Doctor's l-'emale Monthly Drops are the only surt
found not to b a i ineruro,as made in Pharmacopccu, nor
cure for a 1 Suppressions and irregularities that were ever
offered tor sale m this city. These Drops are acknowl- is it a Syrup—and thcrclore call be used in cases where
In this, you have the
edged to he the best in the world lor removing obstruc- lever or iuliammation exists.
tions and producing regularity 111 all eases of Female Ir- knowledge of tile ingredients f.nd the inode of prepararegularity, Suppressions, See., Sec., whether originating tion.
IK ping that you will favor i: with a tab trial, and that
from cold or any other causes. They are remarkably mild
safe* and sure, and 1 he most convincing proofs of their upon inspection it will meet with jour approbation,
With a leeiing of contidence.
virtues are the benefits which have been realized by til.
i am, verv re-pcctitu.iv,
aillicted in Un ii use. The Drops can be obtained at m\
11. f. HELM BOLD,
office. No. 48 Howard .Street, Bo.-ion, with directions tor
Chemist and Druggist oi 10 Years’ Experience in
All letters attended to, and medicine*, directions,
use.
and now located ut his Drug and
Philadelphia,
See., forwarded immediatel.
lyiGsp
Chemical Warehouse, OlJi Broadway, New Y ork.
From the targe.-: Manutacturing Chemists in the World.]
To Holders of Government Bonds
i ain acquainted with Mr. 11. T. ilehnbold; he occuand was sucpied the Drug Store opposite my residence,
AND OTHER
cessful in conducting tnc business where othei s had not
been equally so belore him. I have been 1 .vo;ably imitreked with his character and enterprise.
WILLIAM WEIGH 1MAN.
Firm ol Lowers Sc Weight man, Manufacturing
and Brown 'Rivets, PuiladelNinth
Chemists,

interesting pair.

—

..■!•'(!

We

Bull Calf, 6 Sheep, 23 tons pressed hay, Wagons, Sleigh,
Sleds, Double and single Harnesses, Horse Kake and other farming tools, Household goods, &c., &c.
1 his sale oilers great inducements lo purchasers, who

Schenck’s Mandrake Tills act upon th“ liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the ducts ol the gall bladder, tin*
biit starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools
will show what the Tills can do; nothing has ever been
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is
very dangerous to use unless with great care,) that will
unlock the gall bladder and start the secretions ot the
livt r like Soln nek’s Mandrake Tills.
Liver Complaint is one of the mod prominent causes
of Consumption.
Schenek’s Seaweed Ionic is a gentle stimulant and
alterative, and the alkali in the .Seaweed, which this
preparation is made oi. assists the stomach to throw out
the gastric juice to dissolve the lood with the Pulmonic
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermentation or souring ot the stomach.
The great icnson why physicians do not cure Consumption is, thev tiy to do too much; they give medicine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night
sweat-?, hectic lever, and by so doing they derange the
w hole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and
eventually the patient sinks and dies.
Dr. Hchetick, iu his treatment, does not try to stop a
cough, night sweats, chills ot lever. Kemove the cause,
No one can
and thev will all stop of tlu ir own accord.
bo cun'd of Consumption, Liver Complaint,
unless
the
liver and
Ulcerated
Throat,
Catarrh, Canker,
stomach an made healthy.
It a person h is consumption, oi course tue lungs m
some way are diseased, either tubercles, absesses, bronchial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass
of inflammation and last decaying. In such cases what
mu.-t be done ? It is not only the lungs that arc wasting,
but it is tie.' whole body. The stomach and liver have
lost their power to make blood out ol lood. Now the
only chance is to take Dr. Seheuek’s three medicines,
which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient
will begin to want food, it will digest easily anu make
good blood; then the patient begins to gain in tlesh, and
as soon as tl.e body begins to grow, the lungs commence
to heal up, and the patient gets ilesny and well. This is
the only way to cure Consumption.
When there is no lung disease and only Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, SehcncIFs S< uweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.—
Take the Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints,
as they are perfectly harmless.
Dr. Schcnck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
many jears past, and now weigh* 335 pounds, was wasted away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage oi Pulmonary Consumption, his physicians ha\ ing pronounced
his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate, lie
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his recovery many thousands similarly aillicted have used Dr.
Scheuck’s preparations with the same remarkable sucFull directions accompany each, making it not abcess.
solutely necessary to see Dr. Schcnck, unless patients
wish their lungs examined, and tor this purpose he is
professionally at his Principal Office, Piiiladelphi i, every
Saturdav, where all letters lor advice must be addressed.
He is also professionally at No. 33 Pond Street, New
York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street,
lioston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice free,
but lor a thorough examination with his Respirometer
the price is S3. Office hours at each eitv from 9 A. M. to
3 P. M.
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each
$ 1.5o p r bottle, or ST.59 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills
35 cents a box. G. C. GOODWIN A CO., 3s llanover
Street, lioston, Wholesale agents. For <:tle by all drug-
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TO THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE.

AUCTION.
Valuable Farm, Stock, Hay, Carriages, Earning Utensils, and Household Goods by Auct on. The subcriber
will sell by Auction, on Saturday, April 10, 1869, at ten
o’clock, A. M., the Farm on which lie low lives, situated
in Unity, on the road leading from Freedom Village to
Unity Village, 2 miles from tormerand 4 miles from latter
place. The Farm contains 150 acres of iirst-ratc land suitably divided into mowing, tillage, &c.; cuts 45 toiis of
llay, good Farm House, Wood Shed, Wagon House,
goodShopand Barn 52x42 with shed attached.
Alsoat same time 2 Horses, 1 Cow and Call, 1 yearling

blood.
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BOSTON

to the

Harlequin

Friar

L’a

[SUIN'

Mexican Courtier
Fairy or the Siars

Gnome

Morning

House,)

rpiiK

Word
I_J wake
the alarm

Starlight

igaud
Mid-uinmcr'a Night

Revere

Trustees of this Institution take pleasure in mi1 nouncmg that-they have secured the services of tin*
eminent and well known Dr A. 11. HAYES, late Surgeon U. S. Army. Vice-President of Columbia College ol
Physicians and Surgeons, &e.
1 his Institution now publishes tiie popular medical
of l.ife or
book eutitied “Tlie
Preiervation,” written by Dr Hayes. It treats upon
the Errors or Yor tn. Premature decline or Man
1IOOD, SEMINAL WEAKNESS, Ulld nil DISEASES and
Abuses of the Generative Organs.
Thirty thousand copies sold the last year. It is indeed a book for every man,—young men in particular. Price only $1.00.
This Institute has just published tin most perfect treatise ot the kind over ottered the public, entitled, “Setual IMiyuiolog-y of Woman and Hor I>i»profusely illustrated with tlie very best engravings. T his book is also from the pen of Dr. Hay. 8.
Among the various chapters may be mentioned. The Mystery ot Lite,—Beautiivil Offspring,—Beauty, its value to
Woman,—Marriage,—General llvgeine ol Woman,—
Puberty,—Change ot Life,—Excesses ot the Married,—
Prevention to C uception, &c. in beautiful French cloth,
$T.uO; Turkey Morocco, full gilt. $3.50. Either of these
book.- sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on receipt of price.
Tiie
Peabody Journal of HeaHh," a firstclass paper in every respect,—S pages, 3‘i columns,—published on tin' 1st of February, and every month during
the year. Subscription pi ice per year only 50 cts. Specimen copies sent tree to any addri sm, on application to
the Peabody Medical Institute.
Albert H. Hayes, M. D., Resident and Consulting

Sckenck's JPttlswonic Syrap,
Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consumption, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, it taken according
to directions.
They arc all three to be taken at the same
time. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put
it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the lood
digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to
grow in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs,
and the patient outgrows the disease aud g*'ts well. Tills
is the only way to cure consumption.
To these three medicines Dr. J. 11. Schcnck, of Philadelphia, owes his unrivaled success iu the treatment ot
pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it olf by
an easy expectoration, tor when the phlegm or matter is
ripe a slight cough will tlnow it olf, amt r 11 patient has
rest and the lungs begin to heal.
To do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills
must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so
that the Pulmonic Syrup and the lood will make good

and
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disordered stomach or
GO., Boston, and all

N. B. Dr. II. may be consulted in strictest confidence
all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience.
Inviolable Skcrksy and Certain relief.
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a colossal parrot and an owl, gotten up
•‘railing fidelity to nature. When the dancing began, the mingling o. all tlic.se queer figures produced the
strangest effects. The demijohn danced with marvellous
grace, displaying a label “M il Spirit*’ on the neck, and
afterwards came out of the vessel a veritable imp, with
horns and hoofs.
Most of the ladies ware very tastefully costumed. The
tnaea: ol Diamonds, .stately aud graceful, was attired in
loach, v* v. t bodice, with silver diamonds and crimson
J he snow Flu-ce, was one of our young belles*
:urt.
with dress aud long white veil, covered with flakes of
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and every disease

the parties. Presently a sensation was perceived
the entrance, and an ancient couple entered whose
heads towered up to the height of eight leet. The heads
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RICHARDSON'S SHERRY WINE

Bny i»e and I’ll! do you Wood.1'—Now is
tin time to use the Great Spring ami Summer Medicine,
Dlt. LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB B1 ITERS, composed of Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly A.-h, lhoroughwort, Rhubarb, Mandrake, Dandelion,
ice., all so compounded as to act in concert with Nature,
and their effect is truly loonderful. They absolutely cure
Liver Complaint, Jaundice, Costivenesr, Headache, Piles,
Weakness, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dizziness, Heartburn, Flatulency, Loss of Appetite, all kinds ol humors,
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iPUT OF SOKTS.”

BITTERS,—the

by actual measurement. The Constable at once applied
his nose to the demijohn, in the discharge of duty. And
during the e onitig, whenever a private conversation
seemed to be going on, that tearful nose was run in be-

•; river ami
h-i'a -t, m v< ntv-hve
ie' v.-.st amount of lumber,
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bottom, and the huge vessel took its place among the
This appearance immediately attracted the atmask* r
tention of the State Constable, with a nose two Ic-et long,
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persons in interest, may appear at
said time and place, and show cause, it any they have,
the
ot
said
Petition should not be granted
why
prayei
WM. P. PKEKLE,
3w34
Clerk of District Court for said District.

claim that Miss Sawyer’s Salve Is entirely different
That there tire a great many good salves
offered lor sale, but. none so good as MISS SAWYER’S
SALVE. That every family should have a box at tills
That it will do till and more than
District Court of tiie United / T„ n
ear.
seasou ot the
AN ban kkl
it \. j
states, Distiict ot Maine.
)
recommended to do. Put up iu boxes at Sacta.,
3
In the matter of E. II. & J. B. BOWMAN, Bankrupt, .»Oct«., and $1. A
great saving is made by taking *
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been large box. Prepared by Miss C.
SAWYER, and put up
to
the
this
of
Dec.
Court,
twenty-first day
presented
A. D. 1809, by JohnB. Bowman of Pembroke, in said by L. m. ROIIB1.V*, Wholesale and Retail
District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to ! BruggUtw, Rockland,Re,
have a lull discharge Irom all his debts, provable under ;
the Bankrupt Act, individually, and as a co-Partner In the
firm ot E. It. & J. B. Bowman, composed of tnc Petition- i GEO. a. GOODWIN A* Co.
.t

We

lioin

all others.

e-

j

THIS

reading

said l*e-

|

It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the first Monday of July, A. D., 1809,
before the Court in Portlaifd, in said District, at ten
o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published in
the Machias Kepublican and the Kepublican Journal,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
three weeks, and that all creditors who luwe proved their
debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said
time and place, and show cause, it any they have, ,vhy the
prayer ot said Petition should not be granted.

:

er

and Edward It. Bowman. And upon

tition,

3w34

WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court for said District.

Wholesale Agents, Boston, Mass.

JOHN F. IIENHV
Wholesale
This valuable

Agents, 21 Park Row, N. Y.
Salve la sold by all Druggists.

S. A. HOWES & CO.

_
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lie that leap< the wall
iiy level muski t flashes litten,
veil 1. who stepped before them all,
'Vim longed to see me get the mitten.
"
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she blushed and took my arm 1
v,\ i. r tli- old loiks have the highway,
-larted tow d the Maple Farm
M mg a kind of lovers’ by-way.
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:• no.

.if; remember what we said,
,v.i< nothing worth a song or story,
'i
tb it rude p tli by which we sped
hei un
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A
he

from her hood,
Thank you,Ned,” dissembled.
she understood
darling wish I trembled.

Tlie

mi

a

its hei d

as if it -aid.
now or never: do it!

iif

>lo it

‘was boyish love, yet still,
.issh-*.- woman! weary lover!
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'hutting flowers like souls at
stars shine gloriously, and all,
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Save me, is blest.

M<>:her, 1 love thy grave'
i.«._r, i.'iet, with its blossoms blue und mild,
\\ .v o’er thy head—when shall i? wave
Above thy child
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And must 1 linger
here,
'tain the plumage of my sinli ss years,
A no mourn the hopes of childhood dear.
With bitter tears ?
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,f the people.”
and the wind sang
mournfully among
■be pin*, s, aud the long shadows stole out
cl the
waters, I looked at the dome of
sc (
.qiitol, and thought how “the Government si the
people, by the people, and for
tf people," was directing its vast
powers
■-o ns to cru.-h the
poor und strengthen the
ca
iiiy ; how harlots intrigued, and thieves
reigned ; now under that dome there swarmed. as under a hive, thousands upon thouuinis <■; greedy, selfish, and
unprincipled
■.utn ; and 1 wended
my way back, far from
■u i.'
happy over tiie famous victory we
bous! of.
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BEESS

y oung, Mr. Colfax and .Mr. Bowles. The Mormon women—how they like
Polygamy, tc.,otc. The
Chinese and Indians—what they do. how they live, their
habits, religion and vices. In briel this work is tilt
freshest, most graphic portrayment of the e,,untrv and
people described, yet written or published.
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New York Times editorially says that
will l/c impossible for Mr. Stewart to ac.■fit. the Treasury portfolio unless the law of :1
His business is so extensive
ITs;* is repealed.
and so complicated, that, as he is himself re- |
ported to have said, it would take him ./ice year*
The correspondents
to withdraw lrom it.
state that this department was tendered to Mr.
Geo. I). Stuart, of Philadelphia, but that he
declined on account of ill health. Butler told
•iolin A. Griswold on Saturday, humorously,
tuat ‘-he was uot appointed because he did not
subscribe enough." It is asserted that, duriug
the impeachment trial, Gen. Grant requested
Ben Wade to make Admiral Porter Secretary
of the Navy. The new Cabinet is particularly
obnoxious to a large number of department
dorks, who have hitherto been blatant Uadi-:
cals, and have devoted more of their time to
the promotion of party interests thau to the
performance of office duties.
Of course they
will at once cease to hold office, and not
wait to be removed. The foreign missions
are lo be arranged this week, the nominations
commencing with that of George Wilkes for
Minister to Mexico. (Jen. Grant is reported to
have said that lie had resolved to appoint several of his old St. Louis friends to Revenue
He gave
offices, ami the Post office there.
their names, and among them was a Mr. Lord,
to be Collector of that District—a man who
|
several years ago unsuccessfully backed Capt.
Grant for County Surveyor.
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without
are generally found to
have doue so at the expense of others.
They can afford the best, and plenty of it
who get
expense,

themselves up

—when it does not cost them

anything.

I.EW3H & C O., A««nt».
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This House now stands among the lirst
tels In Boston, having been lately refurnish
ed and put in perfect order. BARNEY HULL,

Proprietor.
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straightway

R E1 U RNIN (i —Will reach B EI. F A ST on
TUESDAY alternoon, and FORT],AND the same night.
For further particulars apply to D. I). PINKHAM,
1134
Belfast.

PERSONS indebted to me by note or account,
requested to call and settle imm* diatelv and
cost.
if. J. ANDERSON, Ja.
thereby
Belfast, Dec. ID, 1868.
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Dr. I’\DKLFUIID is admitted l
the b. ,-t medio,
tab. nt ot the country to h ive no vqiial in the treatment
of Female Complaints, and it is no unusual occurrence
tor physicians in regular practice to recommend
patients
to him tor treatment when aillieted m his
speciality.
i- ntiiie
Ladies will receive the most
both
medically and sur ieally. Ho ard, with old aud experienced nurses, will be furnished those who wish to re
main in the eic during treatment.
French -ale* for sale, three !■ -r
Order by mail.
Patients who cannot apply m p rson may by li tter.
Medicine* sent to ail pat !* of
aanitiw
Office ojvn on Sundew s.
41 ly.
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many of whom consult him in e.-r.
liis acknowledged skill and reputation, an.rim 1
so long experience, practice.and observation.
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Lok SPRING USE, FOR THE WEAK. FOK
the. pair:, for the sickly, for
THE AGED. FOR FEMALES !
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ITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWd ;
DERS of a passing tin peddler, aud though
t
:
having “no more conlider.ee in them 'haa
so much dust," yet they -‘cure his chills like
it
a charm:'’ atm John Wreghit, nearer
by, at
Fast Walnut Hill, Ohio, has a
great arid
unexpected wonder worked on
him by the POWDERS (they cure him
of a
Rupture of' twenty-five years duration, to say uothiug of his cured RheuO J&. TJ *3? X O IS
matism. From the east, Mrs. X. S. DaTo Femaiea in Delicate Health.
vis, of West Cornrillc, Me., reports that
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sent to Mr. Moore

his feet

and the box

again,

sent to himself cured his wife of

Complaint,
one

and his

hand,

S.

Kidney

of

grandson

Nelson

put

Croup.

Woods,

of

City, Neb., shouts that the POWDERS have “have knocked his
rheumatism higher than a kite
j ou the other, a neighbor of IT. Webster, of

halt he cured his

Cough

and

Physician ami >ar;;>
St.. Boston, is consulted d.nb
DR.
incident to the female
DOW.
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MOST tVCtilH Rt'l !. JIRRiriTt;.
«*0 S* l.K.Vr VST *«» K11K.1UU1.
A
penetruting, deep-searching, irresistible curative agon!,
standing alone, unrivalled, without an equal, TIBS-.
roMTivu;
a i% ii»
a kuati * *:
BiKlR* strike at tlie root of ilheatte; yet the;
do no violence to the system, causing no purging, no (
vomiting, no naust; no narcotizing. They soos he
ass<l churns ;tnd ua.tgnrtizc. and steal into the
centres 0f vi'ality, Hooding them with currents ot new
life, and bathing them in streams ot magnet Dm which
give health, sir-. ngth, vigor and elasticity to both body
and mind.
■ns e
s"#>«a riva:
fowkeum
mi:
^OOTia B
A * r» tlACaECIC. They lull
and hush the most sleepless and restless mind or the
most agonized body into the sweet slumber ol childhood
and the gentle sleep of infancy. Tlw*y are all powerful in controlling Spasms, Cramps, Convulsions,
Fits, St. Vitus’ Dance and Colic. They allay Fevers,
and Inflammations acute or chronic. They cure Kheumutism, bronchitis. Coughs, Colds, Croup, Diabetes, and
Affections of the Kidneys. They put u veto on
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, ltowel Complaints, Nausea, Vomiting. They charm away Neuralgia, Sciatica, Tic
Douloureaux, Headache, Toothache, Earache, and Fains
of
nil kinds.
They cure Indigestion, Heartburn,
Sour Stomach and Dyspepsia In every form. They arc
it Kfilenf hut.nure
«uecev« in all Female Diseases
and Wt aknessfp.
I housands of patients report them to
«««*
umiM inc ever
u *.«*«! in the above diseases, ns well as in Catarrh, Scrofula, Erysipelas, SmaiJ ;
Pox, Measles, Sctrlit Fever, ami kindred A fleet ions.
TIB E
DftiTIVE
ARE
stimi i i » n<. a 1%R
iiivr
«iren»lh aitd flexibility to the palsied or!
para 1\zed uiu.scie or limb. They open the vision
ol the blind amaurotic eye.
They (uuicken ami
elertrify the paralyzed nerve, and the lost sense is restored, thus causing the deaf to hear again, ai d bringing
back the sense ot 1 aste, Smell or of Feeling.
1'hei
rouse Clio vital energiew of the
patient in Typhoid
and Typhus Fevers, and the prostration ol death
speed
ily gives way to the vigor and buoyancy ot health.
In Fever and Ague In all of its forms, the RONITIVE AND UlGATIVi: ROWl»Elite knon
no wui'h tiling an fail—the
Negatives lor the Chills,
the Positives lor the Fever.
The magic control of the Rovitlve ami
negative l*on<leri« over tlineunen of all
kind**, ift uomlerful beyond all precedent.
1 hey are adapted to all ages and both sexes, and to every variety ot disease, amt in these respects they are
THE GIIEATE1T FAMILY MEDK'H'E
OF THE AGi:.
FIIYMK IA.VI extol there. AGEMTS are delighted with them. Ulll'GGlhTlt find ready sale
.'or them.
Printed terms to Agents and 1‘hvsicians sen
tree.
Full explanations and directions
accompany each Rox.
Special written directions will be sent tree, if a l»rief
description ot the disease is given. Circulars sent free.
Mailed, postpaid on receipt of price.
1 llox,44 Po», Powden, $1.
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of Marriage.—The cheap- Cnpt. CHARLKS DF.KRIXG. will leave l’ORTI.ANl).
euiieii.—Physiological
est book ever published—containing nearly 300 pages, and
on FRIDAY, March 5th, lor ROCKLAND, CAMDEN,
130 fine plates and engravings of the anatomy of the hu- BELFAST, CAS TINE and the usual Landings as far as
man organs in a state of health and disease, with a treatise on early errors, its deplorable
consequence upon the
mind and body, with the nuthor's*pIan of treatment—the
only rational and succcsslul mode ol cure, as shown by a
report of cases treated. A truthful adviser to the married and those contemplating marriage who entertain
doubts of their physical condition. Sent free of
postage
to any address on receipt of 25 cents, in
stamps or postal
currency, by addressing Dr. I.A CROIX, No. 31 Maiden
Lane. Albany, N. Y. The author mav be consulted upon
a®y of the diseases upon which his books treat, either
or by mail, and medicines sent to
any part ol

NEW AMD ELEGANT

Bank.

'THUS ] XSTi 11 Tio.v Is now prepared to receive DeX posits in Sums of One Dollar and upwards, at the
Hanking ltoom, No. Is Main St. (Formerly Hank of Commerce Room.)
Interest allowed on deposits of Five Dollars and over.
The next quarter will commence Monday, March 1st
ISii'J. All deposits made on or before March loth will
draw interest fur this quarter.
ASA FAFNCF., President.
.Inns II. tjiiiMBY, Treas.
ileltnst, Feb. 15, 18110.
-Jjitf

MKfiT Hint pays. For further partlc’
j ulars, address 8. M. SPENCER &C0. Brattlcboro Vt
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KEPT ON TIIE EUROPEAN PLAN,
Rooms, One Dollar per day for each Person.

in

FOR SALE.
I ARM situated in Northport, one mile* from Saton the Beech liil! road, containing
about one* hundred acres of as good land as there is in
Waldo County; cuts about twentv tons ol
hay; has a
good House and L ; finished throughout, with Burn and
Sheds, Carriage House, Work shopand Blacksmith Shop;
well fenced; plenty ol never-failing water and
plenty ol
wood for the use ol the place.
Will be sold on reasonable terms with stock and farming tools, il desired.
Ap
on promises, to
I >A Y 11> Dill NK W A RR.
eg
Northport. Jan. IS, isf.o.
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HANCOCK HOUSE, BOSTON

MX !■;.

N.

Belfast
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them,

Penobscot River
\ NTS'

-G-inM.ip « fi. BB MCS& fTft.
e Uowr’s
Wharf, Boston. !.»r Bam
s-yjS-N v*
t.
«s#£S3ES35&*'’' '«'• Hiursday at lif M., touching al
Belhmt, Sandy Voint, Bucksport and Wijiterport. Returning will leave VV infcrport every Monday, at s 1 a.
M., touching at fh** above ports. Freight taken at pm

Belfast,

for

*

jkrp.-i,

sonable rates.
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Tanitc Emory IVliool Cuts fast, does not
glaze, gum. heat or .smell, and is cheap. For circuaddress Thk Taxitk Co., Stroushurg, Pa.

Experience
Treatment ofChronic and Nexual
THIRTY
View

People
regard to

i

Pittsburg, Pa.

$3000 Salary. Address U. 8. Piano Co., N.

,

iwhiugPni Nf. Eiftf.i*?, ’tg<*.
S. B GILLUM.

and
(Boston
Xf l-’.l,- 1 !

cut,
wood. Third— Kvery chopper with the common axe must discover that there is as
much labor and strength expended in taking the axe out
ot the cut as in making the blow. Fourth—This with
the Red .Jacket is ai! avoided, and from one-third to onehalt the labor is saved in cutting the same quantity.
Fifth
-Ry putting in the same labor that is necessary with a
common axe, you can easily make at least
thirty-three
per cent, more wood in the same time.
The great demand lor this axe has compelled us to establish eastern agencies as follows .-—Heaton and Denclcla, Phila., Pa.; Hart Manufacturing Co.. New York;
Welch & (irithths, Boston, Mass.; W. H. Cole, Baltimore, Md., LIPPINCOTT & BAKKWKLL, Manufacturers and Sole Owners ot Colburn's Red Jacket Patent

lars,

Expressly

GRAINING. GLAZING, GILDING, and BABUR
HANGING executed In
the neatest style,
t’AIilNs Grain* d, varnished and poliGn-d in the most
Modern and Rest Stylo. BLINDS painted at a lo-.vei
price than can l.c done at any other shop ; if done before
| tin Id el April or .May. Also, ('AitUIAGL BAIN]
| ING at the lowest CASH prices.
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nalt hox ot Powders, because with the oth-
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MACHINE IN '] HE
|k VVOllLl). Making four distinct stitches. Each stitch being alike on both sides of the
fabric. It is almost noiseless,
The needle easily adjusted. It
lias lie celebrated rev< rsible
feed motion, which by simply
turning a thumb screw tin.
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aknes*. or c onstitntional Debility brought
1
i■ i«stl
d in !»;. young men. Thu is
tic greatest rv:i* that can ! fill in; n.
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l>\ sp psia, Kniaci;
t iplete l diocy.
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rush ot ib
:
tiie h.-ad, ii often termllusing
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->ir; mi tier;
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I *L H 11.1 l'Y, espe
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r o time
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application.
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IGNORANCE OF Ql .UK DOCTORS \>u
others and ‘-cures up
NOSTRUM-MAKE IIS.
the ignorance of the Quack I)oc:or. h
Through
routs everything
i no other
Measles, aud
u
remedy, he relit ■» upon M. ;:i niv. and
In ops, No., .-»> li.e Ni.*:ruiuin another case, as reported by Mrs. P. W. to all liis patients, in Pills,adds
to hi* so-called E.-.: rue is,
maker, equally ignorant,
el■- in
Specific, Antidote, &c., both rcl .ing upon d.
Williams, of Vv’aterville, Me., it is a
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in va: urns
ulus
: nothing ts said ot
the
land;
but,
ways
throughout
is
whose
restored from a state oi
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
left to linger and sutler for months or \..
until roBlindness caused by a shock of Palsv are
bot d or cured, it posssible, b. competent pliy.dei ns.
two years before.
off
in
HU: ALL QUACKS ALL NOT P.NoRANT.
Marysville,'
Away
Notwithstanding the foregoing la.ts ar-. known to
\< f. reg..rdl--s>
Cal., Thomas li. Attkisson, who lias the some quack doctors and uostr:.in- ..kiv
ot tlu Site and health of other*.
u-i
:... -*• ;uio :g
ing giving
buys a box of SPENCE’S POS- them who even perjure iherns
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Portraits;
page P.ngmings, illustrating
the Mormons, the Indians, tin- I’aei/ic Railroad,
Digging
lor gold, etc. Now is the time ior
Agents. Ei \viJ»
011(94*11 ;tli oeli«*r IBook*.
Nothin.; k«>uai to
it.
.Send for our descriptive Circular. Pxtra
sion* given. Apply to, or address,
HARTFORD PI 15PI>11 INC CO., Hartford Ct.

NEW CROP ONION

GLOVES,

Nervous Headache,

Mi h

here

asserts, and it c. nnot
quacks, who will say or do my thing
selves, to impose upon patient
IS I'li F. ONLY KKGri.AU i.Ua •!
ADVi:itXlSI>'-; IN B« >

coin

AT THE

SPLENDIDLY ILLUSTRATED
with Stem
full

uiloiier last August, alter
having
put her under the influence of chlorouoin.
A tew weeks ago he
(By Mail—Postage Pail)
promised to
marry he.- to save her from disgrace, but Bsarge Red R'vihersiipld,
per pound
1'ellow Danvers,
£3
lib-c■queutiy refused. Her father then Yellow
»*
IPutcBi or $?r.>*»B>sir“.
ciit io a justice of the
$3
peace aud iiistitutAddrcRR
J AMPS SUPPPARI
|
d a suit against W hiltaker for
1*. O. Box k,,.T2.
H'J Pearl Stre<’..N.Y
rape. The
j
u : v. as
cut for, and her
deposition was
V. Idle this was
take
the
brothgoing on,
cni.-iv 1, and learned for the first time
lo this Wokkin'i. Ci.ass:—1
now prepared to
u his
si -lei ’s disgrace. He
immediately furnish all classes with constant am
employment at their
Lit amt armed himself with a revolver, and homes the whole of the time, or lor the spare moments.
Business new, light and profitable.
Kilty cents to $o
!• aiming tlmt Ensign Whittaker was at the
per evening, is easily earned by persons* ol'cither sex,
.'••kitting Link, went there and tired a shot and the boys and girls earn nearly as much as men. (iivat
inducements are ollered those who will devote their whole
at him.
aying at the same time. “You time to the business; and, that every person who sees
u<
wl at that was for.” The first shot this notice may send me their address and test the business themselves, 1 make rite
following unparalleled oiler:
mu-■ ed, ami as the
officer was making a I To all who are not well satisfied with the business, i will
send $! to pay lor the trouble ot writing me. Kell
j
*■’ -h towards him to seize the
revolver, he j ticul&r*. directions, &c., •-exit free. Sample sent bv .0j.-ir:1
an.
a gain, the ball
entering the temple. I for lOcts. Address E. C. Alma, Augusta. Me.
v as
'•i
immediately arrested, and
imw ic's .u jail.
Naturally the affair has
igreat excitement, but the almost
ua. am
iiveruict is that the nilicer was
-in a!
rigi.i. i'li.' (A duller family are
highly c ..table, a.nl ihe -on is nut of
qu-i.jvi.-.line d.-j'ositioli. and is hilt six■.- ii
ye... .if age.
Ensign Whittaker eu: -ivi the 1 itu-third Foot iu
lSllfi, and is a
die looking young man of
twety-two years.
At hisl accounts he was still alive, but iu1 he Red Jacket Colburn Patent Axe Is a
too’*
-en.-ihlo.
1 he brain oozes from the wound, tor the.se reasons: First—The Re 1 Jacketsplendid
cuts deeper
than the common bit. .Second—It being round on the
mid recovery is impossible.
it does not stick in the

Cfmikhi"*.

HOSIERY,

the p: rls affected with :» sponge or rag.
Au now poor sufferer, with the most provoking oi' all
l’:1-”1 ‘_!,>r human nature is liable to, try this remedy, and
il you don't experience immediate relief from
pain—il
the n<’rvc is not u!cor*tfed-~nccount me an
imposter and
clue.t. It. on the conlrary, you get relief, manifest
you;
gratitude- in me in telling the fact to your neighbor, and
your gratitude to Clod, that He graciously created the
circumstances to revel op this splendid remedy.
I’reparcd solely by the accidental discoverer and proprietor, mid for sah by dealers in Medicine everyw in re.

app’j

Brigham

Whittaker seduced

ami

ago nr-

Neuralgia

A volume ol travel, expel irucc .bid observation tvilli
Vico-i'rosidcut t ulhix, amom: our new .Stabs mid Territories, between the .Missouri itivernud tie’ i'aeilic Ocean.
Describing the magnificent scenery of this wonJcrlul
country—its Cold and Silver mines, farms, &c.— tl.eir
conditions mid prospects. Tito I’aeilic railroad—its route
—scenery—how it is pushed and built, the Mormons—I
their social lilc, religion and politics, interviews between

j

aOODS,

:

In soreness of the gums or ague in the lace, it i* unexcelled. And added to all this, its innocent effects on the
system. Jt will not injure an infant to swallow it, hut
on th" control”.. it i> an admirable carrnir.atn e.
in cases of

entitled

and

{
,r

DR. DIX

boldly

POW-

Spasms, Fevei’S,
fairly

the pain was entirely removed. Since then I have prescribed it in <,jui!e a thousand cases, and in no instance—
except in uleeratton <d" the nerve, when relief was partially obtained—lias it to lev knowledge tailed to give
almost

BY SAMUEL BOWLES.

Canada papers give some particulars of
the denoting of Ensign Whittaker, of the
L.r.i 1. army, by
young Chalouer, iu Mont-
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TIVE POWDERS have cured his child
AFFLICTED AND UM OIJI i NA I S.,
of Cholera Morbus, his wife of Chills be not robbed
and add to your sutler, u.
b
in being d«
d
the lying boasts, mi.-repie-rur.
a-. ? d-r';
by
and
and
and Fever
and pretention of
Enlarged Spleen,
FOREIGN AND NATIVE mUArp s,
his neighbor of
Neuralgia ; and there is; who know little ol the nature and •••!••= r *..•t«.-i- :~j.. c;al
Diseases, and <ess to their cure, .sonv'
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one from Sirs. M. Calvin, of
Four
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me
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that
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contradict them; or \vl o, lu >ides, to furti.es tin-:;* in,

aud who

assortment of

little daughtt r earn.- into lnv office
uten-ely with the Tooth ache, and im
C eosote and Oil t loves, the usa-s! re me
dies, were suggested to my mind, but these I judged
were too hur-di and unsaiefor her tender years lortunately a bottle of this mixture which I had prepared especially lor Neuralgia, Nervous Headache, &c., was at
hand. I saturated a piece of cotton and inserted iu the
aching tooth, and to m> utter astonishment, !r.
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brook, of Matagorda, Texas, who rejoices
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llie lamented Lincoln, in his quaint dudaddress oi the Gettysburg Cemete;
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$3.00.

mu viai fc&YviY'c; .ta ac5si:ve.
Three BBolhtrv Simple, piTetiral and durable.
Make* the Plastic chain stitch, and adapted for all kindof plain sewing. Any child can
operate it. An elegant
Oilt. Testimonials daily. Sent in perfect order on receipt of price, $&. Address IluSti*try
:itg-.Yj ,ichine CoJ1a.noilstj.k, N. IP
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Wonder.

moralizes upon the "‘famous victory”

dentil, that we may have
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TOOTH ACHE iD AGUE CURE,
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:

employ

zrx.

and
the

recent

of General Lee,

id the associations connected
the-

a

the
and

visit the city ot If
(mliaaa
on the (): io
River. ( ntral in location; river and rail communication North, >outh. East and \V'.»st. l-.verv D.-ilitv tor
manufacturing cheaply. Addrc s Pns .mas'i i.i:.

Doud

ashiugton correspondent

Cincinnati Commercial, in

■tie

Sight

Times of

MANUFACTU RE RS £

V n tory

Ass 's! the
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<
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l.nabridged Edition, ns arranged by Conyand IIowson, with an introduction
by Bishop
SimrsoN. In consequence ot the appearance <>f mutilated editions of this great work, v.e have been
compel!. 1
to reduce the price of our Complete Edition from $!.’.•
to $3. E. B. TREAT &. CO.. Pub’s, •
Broadway. N. Y.

comr, while here I press
:"v' upon
thy grave—and, in those ml Id
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Dh-ss, bless thy child.
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incurable, is sut!it >'-> commend liirn to the
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AX ENTIRELY

set, whethe

and are cheapest, because the best, always lasting many
years without change being necessary.
One of the Firm will visit at the Store of tlielr
Agent every three months, for the purpose of fitting
thsse having difficult sights, where any spectacles sold
by their Agent during the interval will be exchanged free
of charge if not properly fitted.

City.

Agents are meeting

t

to

„*

C A I IT I ON
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And. win a the evening pale
like a mourner on the dim blue vvat.
stray to lu ,tr the
wall
Around thy grave,

13

of the

OPENING

with unprecedented success. One
Luzerne Co.. Pa., reports 41 subscribers tiro first
day.
One in Meriden, Conn., bs in two days, and :•
g,v it mmy
others from ion to 200 p. r week,
Send for circulars with terms, and a full
dcserip- a of
the work. Address JONES BROlHERS &
ppip
adclphia, Pa.
Il^irior works of a similar charae
kiiU 1 lull • t'-r are being circulated, see that t;.
Looks you buy contain .‘5.6 fine
engraving:- and -••li
$’i.54i per copy.
n

|

•'*: irom life’s w ithered
bower,
still communion with the past I turn.
And muse on tln-e, the only flower
iu memory’* urn.

1

descriptive

Only $£..>o

|
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I linger here,
neiy branch upon a blasted tree,
W:; sc last frail leaf, untimely sere
\\ -nt down with thee /

A

Presen

AND

duration.

wearers.

and

uninterrupted

Church, ol Otkaloosa, Iowa, saving that
the NEGATIVE POWDERS have
Cured a child of Deafness of six
years

spectacles*THAT

Mass.

B3ATB. Ert. and
VICKS, the RTMTClilKs. n I q>E£« 3 KM
CRIHES of
York C ity
It contains .*!.> lino engravings; and i.s the Spiciest,
most Thiiihmr, Instructive ami Cheaper work
1
kind published.

And 1 could love to die,
ivr- untasteil life's dark bitter
stream*,
ID th:e, as erst iu childhood, lie,
And share- thy dreams.
±

saleb>

Secrets ®ff i'Um

iisa bright flower, yet must
Ir'.gh: h. tv is to the coming tempest bow
Dear in /'.her, ’tis thine emblem—dust,
Dust is on the brow

that they are now

scratched.
4th. That the frames in which they nre
gold, silver or steel, arc of the finest quality
and guaranteed perfect in every respect.
They are the only

Ulcers

;

to

Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Lung
Troubles and Catarrh, dv the POSITDERS;

Jll

lid.
That the material from wuicli the Lenses are
ground is manufactured especially for optic purposes, and
is pure, hard and brilliant, and not liable to become

AGENTS WANTED FOB

>

it;

enjoyed by spectacle

kin

pour in upon me, daily in21 Emlicott Stren. Sl aton,
or
creasing in volume and power. Here comes is so arranged that patients m •• r
Recollect, the only entn nee to hi
a letter from .Tos. D.
e
with his rr-i-h •:
Ayres of East < ireens- ing .no connection .-on
:i on )\
family inttrruprio
boro, Yt., telling me of the cure of his hesitate appKj.ig ids oitlre.

IVE

Which have been extensively used in the New England States the past eight years, and for which they claim
the undermentioned advantages over those In ordinary
use, the proof of which may be seen ia their constantly
increasing business during a residence iu Hartford of
eight years.
1st." That from the perfect construction of the Lenses,
they assist and preserve- the sight, rendering frequent
changes unnecessary.
h\i. That they confer a brilliancy and distinctness of
vision, with an amount of case and comfort not hitherto

| furnished on application.
:
i These Scales have already taken the first premium at
every N< w York Annual Slate Fair since their introduction in lb-09, and a silver medal from the New England
HOTUEH'« UliiVE. State
Agricultural Society, IbOb, has been awarded to the
be-’t Hay, Coal and
Sampson Scale Company tor the
i*. I'RKA'TICK.

U

AND VICINITY

I

of the state ot New York, and numerous others from
eminent Engineers, Mechanics, Merchants and Corporations, as to their superiority in all the qualities of excellence claimed fo. them, are on file, :;ud copies will be

rh.'j

i. :-ir,

Sampson

very recently introduced to the market. Official testimonials Irom the Civil Engineer of the Navy Yard, at
Washington, State surveyor, and Canal Commissioners

till then had only known
Tii.- ki« of mother and of sister,
miciiow. lull upon her own
Li, rosy, darling mouth—I kissed her.
1

citizens of

the

Celebrated Perfected

Scale to.

Railroad
| rpHI
1
track, Iiay, Coal, Cattle and Warehouse Scales under the Sampson Patents, and every variety oi smaller
Scales after the most improved patterns.
These Scales are coming into general use, although
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announcing to

For four years the

Agent for the side of their

Sole

$1,000,000. CAPITAL
COMPANY manufactures Weighlock,

kindly overhead,
was silly peeping through it,

ud

in

|BELFAST

appointed

BF1.FAST,

14$ k 147 Federal Street, Boston, Mi

ringlet6
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pleasure

Jeweler and Watchmaker,

<iAl.ESF.00>!,

F. PADLLFOUI) gives exclusive attention
DP- i]i.s.-a>vs
ot the genilo urinary organs, ami til! dis*

■

e

am

ISoston.

•-.

overwhelmed with its vast the Face; Swelling of the .Join1 : N.
tional and other Vt:
os ;n y
power, its extensive range, and the count- vauced, at all ages, t
roth sexes, siNGt.<»i:
less wonders which it panoramas before me.
I

omc'F,

ns au.ic a s,

sliidUott

>

—

or

continued

Mr. C. HERVEY.

C olt>ni n « Cafcn!
Cannot be evceUetl.
Will out -•> per cent, mure than any ether, n ith l».-a»h-.lor,

j
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too
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sb mk her
And with a

Opticians and Oculists,

beaming.
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A«>. •>*>
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IlAUTFOirn. COXN.,

for
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SEJ.F- AP.USK AND S GITAEi i f AIM I
Their effect3 and rouse tuen -;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND MT: M i
Incident to Marri. d and Sin;.'
There i.-t nothing.
SECRET AND DEDICATE Id
i;i i,
to compare with it— Mercurial Affections;
Eruptions and

AM overwhelmed
J ancient
modern,

nothing.

i. i; LKBUATKD

her with me there alone,
v.
love and fear and triumph blended
,*t we cached the foot-worn stone
.*re that delicious journey ended.
e

BROTHERS & 00.

LAZARUS <fc MORRIS,

Kngland Agent?

Al^o New

ro!;n;i i -:n nv

W Off »1; its!

fcgjrcialty. Cures legally guaranteed or money
returned, liy the Invent.>r ol the Celebrated Patent Invisible Orgaui.-Vibrator tor Incurable Deafness. Send
id.-ts. for Treat Pe on Deafne-s, Catarrh and Scrofula,
Dr. T. II. Si'IhhVVl-lLL, 10s Dleckor St., X. Y.

Practical

W \ " ii.f. nr:
Q
VUyU iff-.ihNg

other physician, more <*!l. eturlly
less restraint Iroin occupation or
went her, with F.ift no-l j!
vn

OF

MANUFACTURERS,

little hand outside her muff—
O. e.ilpior, if thou could but mould 1*
Touched my jacket cull.
T
warm 1 iuid to hold T.
tee;
a

Bimonton Panora

#£«££. RCROFHA

«

WKLl'il d

our

i‘.n a* >on w.t- full, the fields
:.y hooo and tippet sheltered sweet,
Her face wita youth and health was

IHiSSaa E»

Saws!
Saws
Saws

T be conference meeting over at last,
Wv boys around the vestry waited
i' see the girls com tripping past!
!.
snow birds willing to be mated.
••

lU’T X0I5LH.—Sell-hclp for Young Men,
having erred, desire a better manhood. Sent
in sealed letter envelope.', tree of charge. If benefitted
return the postage.
Ad h
I’ll 11. A NTH UOS. P.ox I‘,
Philadelphia, Pa.

~L^Kl*IX(j
Mho

Jbbeifiscments.

No. 10 Williamson’s Block.
«f

HIGH IT., BETFilKT.

tf'27

THE

LADIES.- The celebrated l)U. L, Dl\
1 particularly invites all Ladies who need a Afedicai or
dl
to call at hi* Rooms, t’l Emllcott St
tuhiscr,
ytryt
Bo.-don, Mai»., which they will tiud arranged tor thcii
special accommodation.
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to tltia
particular branch oi the treatment ot all diseases peculiar
io female*, it is now conceded by all. .both In this eouu
try ami Europe, that in- excels ill other known practic
loners in the sale, speedy and elV.ctual treatment oi ul
lemale complaints.
His medicines arc prepared with tin* express
p-.npov.
of removing all diseases, such us dcbllit y, weakness, nn
natural suppression*, enlargements ot t u- womb, nUo all
Jischargi s which flow from a morbid state <•! the blood
flu* Doctoi is tp u tully prepared to treat in ins
peculiar
style, both medically and surgi ul I >. til diseases ot the
lemale -ex. and they are respoctluUy lnvitid to call at
Vo. il
All letters
insure

in

Knillcott

requiring

Street.

lliiNton.

udvlco must contain

inswer.

Boston, Jan, 1,16tJ0— \jt

one

dollar to

